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Section 1
1.1.

Introduction

The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 (hereafter referred to as NEP or the policy)
envisages a new and forward-looking vision for India’s higher education system. It recognizes that
higher education plays an extremely important role in promotin g human as well as societal well-being
and in developing India as envisioned in its Constitution - a democratic, just, socially conscio u s ,
cultured, and humane nation upholding liberty, equality, fraternity, and justice for all. The NEP 2020
notes that “higher educatio n significantly contributes towards sustainable livelihoods and econo mi c
development of the nation” and “as India moves towards becoming a knowledg e economy and society ,
more and more young Indians are likely to aspire for higher education.”
The NEP 2020 also states that “given the 21st century requirements, quality higher educati o n
must aim to develop good, thoughtful, well-rounded, and creative individuals” and... “must enable
an individual to study one or more specialized areas of interest at a deep level, and also develo p
character, ethical and Constitutional values, intellectual curiosity, scientific temper , creativity, spirit of
service, and twenty-first century capabilities across a range of disciplines including sciences, social
sciences, arts, humanities, languages, as well as professional, technical, and vocational subjects.” It
also states that “a quality higher education must enable personal accomplish ment and enlightenme n t ,
constru ctive public engagement, and productive contribution to the society” and must “prepare studen t s
for more meaningful and satisfying lives and work roles and enable economic independence.”
The NEP 2020 also points out that at the societal level, higher education must enable the
development of an enlightened, socially conscious, knowledgeable, and skilled nation that can find and
implement robust solutions to its own problems. Higher education is expected to form the basis for
knowled ge creation and innovation thereby contributing to a growing national economy. It highlights
that, “the purpose of quality higher education is more than the creation of greater opportunities for
individual employment,” and that higher education, “represents the key to more vibrant, socially
engaged, cooperative communities and a happier, cohesive, cultured, productive, innovative,
progressive, and prosperous nation.”
The NEP 2020 envisages the formulation of expected learning outcomes for all higher
education programmes. It states that “A National Higher Education Qualifications Framework
(NHEQF) will be formulated” and “it shall be in sync with the National Skills Qualifications
Framework (NSQF) to ease the integration of vocational education into higher education.”
Additionally, it points out that “higher education qualifications leading to a degree/diplo ma/certific a t e
shall be described by the NHEQF in terms of such learning outcomes.” The Policy also envisages the
setting up of facilitative norms for issues, such as, credit transfer, and equivalen ce, through the NHEQF .
The NEP 2020 also mandates relevant agencies, “to identify specific skills that students must acquir e
during their academic programmes, with the aim of preparing well-rounded learners with 21st century
skills.”
1.2.
Policy directions that have implications for the structure of higher
education institutions
The NEP 2020 calls for a complete overhaul and re-energising of the higher education
system to deliver high-quality higher education with equity and inclusion. The policy’s vision
includes several key changes to the current system such as:
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•

moving towards a higher educational system consistin g of large, multidisciplinary universiti e s
and colleges, with at least one in or near every district, and with more higher education instituti o n s
(HEIs) across India that offer the medium of instruction or programmes in local/In di a n
languag es;

•

moving towards a more multidisciplinary undergradu ate education; and

•

revamping curriculum,
experiences.

pedagogy,

assessment, and student

support

for enhanced

stude nt

The main thrust of the policy regarding higher education is to transform HEIs into large
multidisciplinary universities, colleges, and HEI clusters/Knowledge Hubs. This is expected to
help build vibrant communities of scholars and peers, enable students to become well- round e d
across disciplines including artistic, creativ e, and analytic subjects as well as sports, develop active
research communities across disciplines including cross-disciplinary research, and increase resou r ce
efficiency, both material and human , across higher education. Moving towards a large multidiscipli n a ry
university and HEI clusters with a more multidisciplinary undergraduate and graduate education is
thus the major recommendation of the policy regarding the structure of higher education.
The proposed vision of higher education envisages a new conceptual
perception/understanding for what constitutes a higher education institution (HEI), i.e., a
university or a college. The term university is used to refer to a multidisciplinary institution of higher
learning that offers undergraduate and graduate programmes, with high quality teachin g ,
research, and community engagement. This definition of ‘university’ thus allows a spectrum of
institutions that range from:
•

those that place equal emphasis on teaching and research referred to as research-inten siv e
universities:

•

those that place greater emphasis on teaching but still conduct significant research, referred to
as teaching-intensive universities; and

•

autonomous degree- granting colleges, which are large multidisciplinary institutions of higher
learning that could award undergrad uate degrees and are primarily focused on undergrad u at e
teaching though it would not be restricted to teaching alone.

Over a period, it is envisaged that every college would develop into either an Autonomous degreegranting College, or a constituent college of a university. With appropriate accreditati o n s,
Autonomous degree-granting Colleges could evolve into Research-intensive or Teaching-inten si ve
Universities, if they so aspire. Thus, the three broad types of institutions are not in any natural way a
rigid, exclusionary categorization, but are along a continuum. HEIs will have the autonomy and
freedom to move gradually from one category to another, based on their plans, actions, and
effectiveness, and the focus of their goals and work. The accreditation system will develop and use
appropriately different and relevant norms across this range of HEIs.
The NHEQF envisages increased flexibility and choice of courses of study by stude nt s ,
particularly at the undergraduate level. A wide choice of subjects and courses, from year to year,
will be the new distinguishing feature of undergrad uate education. Students who wish to change one
or more of the opted courses within the programme (s) of study that they are pursuin g may do so at
the beginning of each year, as long as they are able to demonstrate the required prerequisites and the
capability to attain the defined learning outcomes after going through the chosen programme and
course (s) of study.
1.3.

Policy directions pertaining to the thrust of education and curricular structures

The NEP 2020 envisages a holistic and multidisciplinary education system that would aim to
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develop all capacities of human beings - intellectual, aesthetic, social, physical, emotional, ethical, and
moral - in an integrated manner. Such an education is expected to help develop well-roun d e d
individuals that possess the critical 21st century capacities in fields across the arts, humaniti e s ,
languag es, sciences, social sciences, and professional, technical, and vocational fields; an ethic of social
engagement; soft skills, such as communication, discussion , and debate; and rigorous specialization in
a chosen field or fields. Even engineering institutions are expected to move towards more holistic and
multidisciplinary education with more arts, humanities, and social sciences. Students of arts and
humanities are expected to learn more science, and all will try to incorporate more vocational subjec t s
and soft skills. Such a holistic education shall be, in the long term, the approach of all undergradu a t e
programmes, including those in profession al, technical, and vocational disciplines. This implies
developing an enhanced higher education system consisting of large, multidisciplinary universiti e s
and colleges, and moving towards holistic and multidisciplinary education characterised by flexibility in
curriculum and course options that would be on offer to students, in addition to rigorous
specialization in the chosen disciplinary areas of study and work/vocation or professional practice.
A holistic and multidisciplinary education is considered essential to lead the country into the 21 st
century and to prepare the students to respond to the requirements of the fourth industrial revolution.
The NEP 2020 envisages flexible curricular structures to enable creative combinations of
disciplinary areas for study in multidisciplinary contexts, including vocational courses. It also
envisages multiple entry and exit points and re-entry options, thus, creating new possibilities for life- long
learning. Graduate-level, master’s, and doctoral programmes of study in multidisciplinary universities,
while providing rigorous research-based specialization, would also provide opportunities for
multidisciplinary work, including in academia, government, and industry. Flexibility in curriculum and
novel and engaging course options will be on offer to students, in addition to rigorous
specialisation in a chosen disciplinary area or areas of study, work/vocation or professional practice.
This will be encouraged by increased faculty and institutional autonomy in setting curricula. The pedag o g y
will have an increased emphasis on communication, discussio n, debate, research , and opportuniti e s
for cross-disciplinary and interdisciplinary thinking.
Towards the attainment of such a holistic and multidisciplinary education, the flexible and innovative
curricula of all HEIs shall include credit-based courses and projects in the areas of commu n i ty
engagement and service, environmental education , and value-based education. Environ m e nt
education will include areas such as climate change, pollution , waste management, sanitation,
conservation of biological diversity, management of biological resources and biodiversity, forest and
wildlife conservation, and sustainable development and living. Value-based education will include the
development of humanistic, ethical, constitution al, and universal human values of truth, righteo u s
conduct, peace, love, nonviolen ce, scientific temper, citizenship values, and life- skills; lessons in
service and participation in community service programmes will be considered an integral part of the
holistic education. Global Citizenship Education and education for sustainable development will form an
integral part of the curriculum to empower learners to become awareof and understand global and
sustainable development issues and to become active promoters of more peaceful, tolerant, inclusiv e,
secure, and sustainable societies. As part of a holistic education, students at all HEIs will also be provide d
with opportunities for internships with local industries, businesses, artists, crafts persons, and so on,
as well as research internships with faculty and researchers at their own or other HEIs/resea r c h
institutions, so that students may actively engage with the practical side of their learning and, as a byproduct, further improve their employability.
1.4.
Policy
programmes

directions

guiding

the

structure

and

duration

of

degree
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India has entered a stage of massification of higher education . In 2019-2020 the country had
1,043 universities and 42,343 colleges. In addition, there were 11,779 stand alone institutions. HEIs in
India vary in terms of the content and level at which courses are offered. Of the universities, 307 were
affiliating universities having colleges affiliated to them. The total number of universities included 396
universities that were privately managed, 420 universities located in rural areas, and 17 universities
exclusively for women. There existed one Central Open University, 14 State Open Universities. The
universities included 522 general, 177 technical, 63 agriculture and allied institutions, 66 medical, 23
law, 12 Sanskrit, and 11 language universities and 145 universities in other categories. The total
enrolment in higher education was around 38.5 million in 2019-2020, the Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER)
for population in the age group 18-23 years being 27.1 (male: 26.9; female: 27.3). Enrolment in distance
education programmesconstituted about 11.1% of the total enrolment in higher education. About 79.5% of
the students were enrolled in undergrad uate-level programmes.
The structure and duration of underg rad uate progra mme s of study propo sed by the NEP
2020 include:
•

Undergrad uate program mes of either 3 or 4-year duration , with multiple exit option s withi n
this period, with approp riate certificatio ns:
o

a certificate after completin g 1 year (2 semesters) of study in the chosen discipline
or field, including vocational and professio nal areas;

o

a diplom a after 2 years (4 semesters) of study;

o

a Bachelor’s degree after a 3-year (6 semesters) progra mm e of study;

o

a Bachelor’s degree with honou rs after a 4-year (eight semesters) programme of study;

o

a Bachelor’s degree ‘with research’ after a 4-year (eight semesters) program me of stud y
if the student completes a rigorou s research project in her/his the major area(s) of
study as specified by the HEI.

The 4-year multidisci plinary Bachelor’s programm e is consid ered as the preferred option since it
would allow the opportu nity to experien ce the full range of holistic and multidiscipli n a r y
education in addition to a focus on the chosen major and minors as per the choices of the
student. An Acade mic Bank of Credit (ABC) has been establish ed which would digitally store the
academic credits earne d from various recogni sed HEIs so that the degre es from an HEI can be
awarded taking into account credits earned.
The NEP 2020 envisages flexibility in the designs and duration of Master’s degree
progra mme s: The structure and duration of master’s progra mme s of study propo sed by the NEP
2020 include:
•

a 2-year Master’s progra mme with the secon d year devoted entirely to research for thos e
who have completed the 3-year Bachelor’s programm e;

•

a 1-year Master’s programme for students who have completed a 4-year Bachelor’s
degree (Honou rs/R esearch ) programm e with research; and

•

an integrated 5-year Bachelor’s/M aster’s programme.

Undertaking a Ph.D. programme shall require either a Master’s degree or a 4-year Bachelo r’s degr e e
with research .
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Section 2
2.1.

National Qualifications Frameworks: Global Initiatives

Qualifications are formal ‘awards’ such as a certificate, diploma or a degree.
Qualifications are awarded by a competent authority such as a college or university in recognition of the
attainment by students of the expected learning outcomes on the successful completion of a particul a r
programme of study. They are awarded after an assessment and evaluation of learning levels conduct e d
by a competent body that determines the achievement by students of the expected learning outco m e s
to given standards. Qualifications in the traditional sense implies that someon e has successfull y
completed a prescribed programme of study or training programme offered by an educatio n al
institution. Qualifications can also signify the competence to follow an occupational practice.
The university form was first conceived and perfected in the ancient India, during this
period, eighteen major institutional innovations were introduced at various points. These included
the teaching of all subjects, creation of residential facilities, global interaction, secular education ,
peer review, case based reasoning, financial assistance, degrees, the introduction of libraries,
codification of academic freedom, strict admission standards, public funding, endowments,
competition amongst centres, autonomy, centralized academic administration and women's
education. Despite all the turbulence that India experienced during this time the system of
universities nonetheless lasted over 1800 years.
A National Qualifications Framework (NQF) is an instrument for the classification of
qualifications accordin g to a set of criteria for specified levels of learning achieved , which woul d
integrate and coordin ate the qualifications from each education and training sector into a single
comprehensive qualification framework.
It is a way of structuri ng existing and new qualification s, which are defined by learnin g
outcomes reflecting the graduate profile/attributes, programme learning outcomes and course learnin g
outcomes: i.e., statements of what the learner is expected to know, understand and/or be able to do
and demonstrate on the successful completion ofan approved programme of study/learning. The
NQF helps: (a) improve the transparency ofindividual qualifications through the defined learnin g
outcomes; (b) enhance the understanding of the educati on and training systems; (c) promote credit
accumulation and transfer within and between programmes of study; (d) provide an instrument of
accountability of the education and training systems; (e) make education and training systems more
demand-focu sed and user friendly; (f) reduce the ‘mismatch’ between education and the labour market ;
and (g) facilitate the recognition of prior learning.
Qualification specifications are general statements of the typical achievement of learners who
have been awarded a qualification on successful completion of a programme of study leading to the
award of qualifications such as a Certificate, Diploma, Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree, and
Doctoral degree. Competency-based education and training, and outcome-based learning
constitute important aspects of a Qualifications Framework (QF). In the context of the Qualificati o n s
Framework, the knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes acquired/p ossessed by the individual stude nt
are more important than the mode(s) of acquiring them. It helps the employers compare the diverse
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nature of qualification s through certain performance criteria that are to be considered while deciding
on the learning outcomes for competency -based education and training. This principle was accept e d
by many countries and consequ ently many of them have been engaged in ways and means to improv e
the quality and relevance of education and training programmes to reflect competen cies possessed by
the graduates of different programmes of study. A qualifications framework provides a systemati c
description of the full range of qualifications in an education and training system. Qualifications need
to be described in such a way as to help stakeholders understand the relationship betwe e n
qualifications and the knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes that are expected to be acquired and
demonstrated by an individual. QF is also intended to explain how different qualifications relate to
each other and identify pathways within and across education and training sectors for vertical and
horizontal mobility.
One of the factors that contributed to the initiatives for the development of the NQF was the
evolution of the outcome-based approach to education and training introduced in the 1980s and early
1990s in some countries. The NQFs in these countries were in responseto the demand by the
employers for greater participation in skill formation and to shape the content of education and
training programmes. This resulted in a shift from the provider -defined curricula and qualifications to
user-defined qualification s and curricula for education and training programmes. The movement to
develop NQFs gained momentum in the late 1990s with the initiatives in several countries.
The NQFs differ from country to country with minor modifications that directly affect
programmes of study but maintainin g the broad structure of the overarching framework. Among the
international efforts, the Bologna Process, perhaps, is the most elaborate involving more countries
than anywhere else. The Bologna process is an overarching framework under the European Higher
Education Area (EHEA) for developing NQFs in European Union countries. A parallel develop m e n t
relating to the NQFs has been the efforts aimed at formulating the Regional Qualifications Frameworks
(RQFs) in many regions of the world.

The European Qualifications Framework (EQF) was developed to compare and
correlate and establish the diverse qualification systems of the European countries. The EQF also
facilitates the translation or comparison of qualification levels, so that there is no difficulty in the
identification of skills, inter-country comparisons and mobility of learners and workers betwe e n
countries. One of the important elements of the Bologna framework is the Qualification descript o rs
called the Dublin descriptors. The Dublin descriptors are general statements about the learning
outcomes that are achieved by students after completing a curriculum of studies and obtaining a
qualification. They are neither meant to be prescriptive rules, nor they represent benchmarks or
minimal requirements, since they are not comprehensive. The descriptors are conceived to
describe the overall nature of the qualification. Furthermore, they are not limited to specific
academic or professional areas. The Dublin Descriptors consist of five elements: i) Knowledge
and understanding; ii) Applying knowledge and understanding; iii) Making judgements; iv)
Communication skills; and v) Learning skills.
Qualifications that signify completion of the Bachelor’s degree, as per the learning
outcomes that are aligned to the Dublin descriptors, are awarded to students who: i) have
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demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon their general
secondary education, and is typically at a level that, whilst supported by advanced textbooks,
includes some aspects that will be informed by knowledge of the forefront of their field of study;
ii) can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a professional
approach to their work or vocation, and have competences typically demonstrated through
devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within their field of study; iii) have the
ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) to inform
judgments that include reflection on relevant social, scientific or ethical issues; iv) can
communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and non -specialist
audiences; v) have developed those learning skills that are necessary for them to continue to
undertake further study with a high degree of autonomy.
Qualifications that signify completion of the Master’s degree, as per the learning
outcomes that are aligned to the Dublin descriptors, are awarded to students who: i) have
demonstrated knowledge and understanding that is founded upon and extends and/or enhances
that typically associated with the first cycle, and that provides a basis or opportunity for originality
in developing and/or applying ideas, often within a research context; ii) can apply their knowledge
and understanding, and problem solving abilities in new or unfamiliar environments within
broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of study; iii) have the ability to
integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgments with incomplete or limited
information, but that include reflecting on social and ethical responsibilities linked to the
application of their knowledge and judgments; iv) can communicate their con clusions, and the
knowledge and rationale underpinning these, to specialist and non-specialist audiences clearly
and unambiguously; v) have the learning skills to allow them to continue to study in a manner
that may be largely self-directed or autonomous.
Qualifications that signify completion of the doctoral degree, as per the learning
outcomes that are aligned to the Dublin descriptors, are awarded to students who: i) have
demonstrated a systematic understanding of a field of study and mastery of the skills and methods
of research associated with that field; ii) have demonstrated the ability to conceive, design,
implement and adapt a substantial process of research with scholarly integrity; iii) have made a
contribution through original research that extends the frontier of knowledge by developing a
substantial body of work, some of which merits national or international refereed publication; iv)
are capable of critical analysis, evaluation and synthesis of new and complex ideas; v) can
communicate with their peers, the larger scholarly community and with society in general about
their areas of expertise; vi) can be expected to be able to promote, within academic and
professional contexts, technological, social or cultural advancement in a knowledge based society.
The Washington Accord originally signed among six countries in 1989, represents an
International Agreement among bodies responsible for accrediting undergraduate engineering
degree programme. It recognizes the substantial equivalency of programmes accredited by those
bodies and recommends that graduates of programmes accredited by any of the signatory bodies
be recognized by the other bodies as having met the academic requirements for entry to the
practice of engineering in the area of their jurisdiction. The Washington Accord facilitates the
mobility of engineering graduates and professionals at international level. As of now, there are
21 nations which are members of the Washington Accord. India became its permanent member
on 13th June 2014. On completion of six years, the status of the National Board of Accreditation
(NBA) as permanent signatory to Washington Accord was extended for next six years in June
2020 after a detailed review by an International Review Team appointed by the International
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Engineering
Alliance,
the
Secretariat
of
Washington
Accord.
The membership of Washington Accord is an international recognition of the quality of
undergraduate engineering education offered by the member country and is an avenue to bring
it into the world class category. It encourages and facilitates the mobility of engineering graduates
and
professionals
at
international
level.
The NBA accredited programmes offered by the Tier-I Institution are eligible for the recognition
of the programmes by other signatories of the Washington Accord

Section 3
3.1.

National Qualifications Framework in India

India recognized the need for NQF both for general education and for vocational
education and training (VET). The Ministry of Labour and Empl oyment developed the Nation al
Vocational Qualifications Framework (NVQF) and the Ministry of Human Resource Develop m e nt
(renamed as Ministry of Education , after NEP 2020 recommendations) developed the Nation al
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Vocational Education Qualifications Framework (NVEQF). These two frameworks were considered and
used while developing the National Skills Qualifications Framework (NSQF) notified in 2013.
3.1.1.

National Vocational Education Qualifications Framework (NVEQF)

The NVEQF provided a descriptive framework that organized qualifications according to a
series of levels of knowled ge along with skills. These levels were defined in terms of learning outco mes
i.e., the competencies that the learners must possess through the qualification system. The NVEQF
attempted to provide a nationally integrated education and competen cy -based skills framework that
provided for multiple pathways both within vocational education and between general and vocational
education to link one level of learning to another higher level and enable learners to progress to higher
levels from any starting point in the educatio n and/or skill system. It was organi sed as a series of levels
of competency/skills arranged in an ascendin g order of complexity from levels 1 to 10. Each level on NVEQF
was described by statements of learning called level descriptors. Qualifications were made up of
occupation standards for specific areas of learning units for the job roles or occupations in the
various sectors. This provides an opportunity to the stakeholders, such as the learners, education and
skill training providers and employers to gain information about the broad equivalence of qualificati o n s
across specific skill sectors.
3.1.2.

National Skills Qualifications Framework (NSQF)

The NSQF organises qualifications according to a series of levels of knowledge, skills, and
aptitude. It comprises 10 levels, representing increasing levels of complexity in terms of the knowle d g e,
competen ce and autonomy that must be demonstrated by the learner. The levels are defined by
descriptors in the form of learning outcomes (Annexure I). Each level is defined by five parameters:
i)

Process, comprising a general summary of the other four domain s correspo nding to the level.

ii)

Professional knowledge that the learner needs to have at that level of the field of
study/learning or work. Professional knowledge is what a learner should know and
understan d with reference to the subject and/or field of knowledge. It is described in
terms of depth, breadth, kinds of knowledge and complexity. Depth of knowledge can be
general or specialized; breadth of knowledge can range from a single topic to
multidisciplinary area of knowledge; kinds of knowledge range from concrete to abstra ct ,
from segmented to cumulative; and complexity of knowledge refers to the combination of
kinds, depth, and breadth of knowledge.
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iii)

Professional skills which include what a learner should be able to do. These are described
in terms of the kinds and complexity of skills and include: (a) Cognitive and creative
skills involving the use of intuitive, logical, and critical thinking; (b) Communication skills
involving written, oral, literacy and numeracy skills; (c)Interpersonal skills and generi c
skills that a learner should possess to perform a task or a job competently, productively, and
indepen dently and also as part of a team.

iv)

Core skills which include basic skills involving dexterity and the use of methods,
materials, tools, and instruments used for performing the job, including informati o n
technology (IT) skills, needed for a given level of study and work.

v)

Responsibility that the learner can be entrusted with, on their own, the degreeof
supervision that a person needs when doing a job or the degree of supervision a person
is capable of exercising over others, that is, the level at which the learner cansupervis e
others. Responsibility aspect of the NSQF determines a) the nature of working relationshi p s ,
b) the level of responsibility for self and others, c) managing change, and
d) accountability for actions.

The NSQF represents a nationally recognized competency-based framework that
provides for multiple pathways of learning, horizontal as well as vertical, including vocational
education, vocational training, general education, and technical education, thus linking one l evel of
learning to another. This enables a person to acquire the desired competency levels, transit to the
job/employment market, and acquire additional skills required to further upgrade his/her competenci e s
later. It facilitates the awarding of credit and supports credit transfer and progression routes within the
Indian education and training system. The NSQF links the various elements of vocationaleducation
and training with those of skills required by businesses and industry so that the vocational pass
outs can exit with employment -related skills. It envisages close partnership with the industry in the
design, development, delivery, assessment, and certification of skills content.
More specifically, the objectives of the NSQF are to provide a framework that:
(i) accommodates the diversity of the Indian education and training systems; (ii) allows the
development of a set of qualifications for each level, based on outcomes which are acceptedacross
the nation; (iii) provides structure for development and maintenan ce of progression pathways which
provide access to qualifications and assist people to move easily and readily between differen t
education and training sectors and between those sectors and the labour market; (iv) gives
individuals an option to progress through education and training and gain recognition for their prior
learning and experien ces; v) underpins national regulatory and quality assurance arrangements for
education and training; and vi) supports and enhances the national and international mobility of
persons with NSQF-compliant qualifications through increased recognition of the value and
comparability of Indian qualifications.
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Section 4
4.1.

National Higher Education Qualifications Framework (NHEQF)
The variation in types of HEIs in India result in a lack of comparability of outcomes

associated with different qualifications across institutions. It constraints the mobility of students and
their employa bility. Furthe r, some of the Indian qualificatio ns are not recognized abroad. Similarly ,
some of the qualification s from abroad are not recog nize d in India. It has been felt that given the
size of the higher education system and the diversity of institution s and program mes of study in
India, the country needs to move toward s developin g a nationally accepted and intern atio na ll y
comp arable and acceptable qualification s framework to facilitate transpare ncy and comparabili t y
of higher educatio n qualification s at all levels. The NHEQF is an attempt in this directio n.
The NHEQF is an instrument for the development, classification, and recognition
of qualifications along a continuum of levels from 5 to 10, with levels 1 to 4 of the National
Skills Qualification s Framewo rk (NSQF) coverin g school educatio n. Each level is structu red base d
on the defined learnin g outcome s, i.e., statements of what the learne r is expected to kno w,
understand and/or be able to do on the successful completion of an approved programme of
study/learnin g at a specifie d level. Students on completio n of the chosen program me (s) of stud y
under the NHEQF must possess and demon strate the gradu ate profile/attrib utes defined in terms
of the expected learnin g outco mes, wheth er they were acquired throu gh one mode of learnin g or
the other, or through a combinatio n of different modes of learning such as direct in-perso n/fa c e to-face instruction , open and distan ce learnin g, online educatio n, and hybrid /ble nd ed modes.
4.1.1.

The characteristics and purposes of the NHEQF
The fundam ental premise underlyin g the NHEQF is that higher education qualificati o n s

such as a certificate, diplom a and degree are awarded based on the demo nstrated achievem e n t
of learnin g outco mes and academic standards expected of gradu ate s of a progra mm e of study .
As in the case of all Qualificatio ns Framew orks, the NHEQF is also an instrument for the
classific ation of qualifications according to a set of criteria for specified levels of learnin g achie v e d
along a continu u m of agreed levels. It is away of structu ring existing and new qualification s, defin e d
by expecte d learning outcomes which are used as referen ce points for formulatin g qualificati o n
specificatio ns/d escriptors. They provide general guidanc e for articulatin g the essential learni n g s
associated with a programm e of study and course s within that programm e of study. The NHEQ F
represents a comp rehe nsive framework that classifies qualification s based on a set of performance
criteria, approved nationally and comparable with international quality standards. It specifi e s
qualification types and framework levels and the expected learning outcom es correspo ndin g to thes e
qualificatio n types. Qualification type refers to the broad discipline-free nomenclature such as a
Certificate, Diploma, Bachelor’s degree, Master’s Degree, and Doctoral Degree used in the NHEQF
to describe each category of NHEQF qualification. Each qualific ation is aligned to an acade mi c
credit system based on the attainment of defined learning outcom es and the academic worklo ad of
students who complete the chosen programme(s) of study. The main purposes of the NHEQF are to:
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•

Provide an integrated national framework for recognizin g and accrediting qualificati o n s
offered by different types of institutions engaged in higher education, including
vocatio nal educatio n and training, and technical/p rofessio nal education in India.

•

Furnish higher education providers with the points of reference when setting and
assessing academic standard s, designin g curricula,
strategies, and periodic review of programmes.

•

teachin g-learning -assess m e n t

Enable prospective students, parents, higher educatio n providers, employers, and other
stakeholde rs to understand the nature and level of the expected learnin g outc o m e s
(knowled g e, skills, attitude s, values and comp etencies) and defined gradu ate attribu t e s /
profile associated with the qualifications concerning higher education.

•

Assist in the identificatio n of potential progression pathways from one level of educa ti o n
to the higher level of education, including through multiple entry, exit and re-entry points/
options, particularly in the context of lifelong learning.

•

Help ensure confidence of the public in higher education qualific ations and academic
standards by facilitating public understanding of the defined learning outcomes,
gradu ate attributes/p rofile and academic achieve ments expected of students comple ti n g
specific programmes of study.

•

Maintain national standards and international comparability of learning outcomes and
academic standards to ensure global competitiveness, and to facilitate student mobility.

•

Support the development and maintenance of pathways which provide access to
qualificatio ns and assist people to move betwe en different education and trainin g secto r s
and between those sectors and the labour market.

•

Suppo rt individu als’ lifelong learnin g goals and proce ss by providin g the basis for their
progression in education and training and gaining recognition for their prior learning
and experiences.

•

Guide quality assurance arrangements for education and training offered by higher
education institutions.

•

Suppo rt and enhan ce the national and internation al mobility of graduates and work e r s
through increased recognition of the value and comparability of the qualificat ions
concerning higher education in India.

4.1.2.

Scope and coverage of the NHEQF

The NHEQF envisages the award of qualifications based on the demonstrated
achievement of the expected learning outcomes that specify what students completing a
particular programme of study associated with the chosen fields of learning, work/vocation or
professional practice are expected to know, understan d and be able to do at the end of their
progra mme of study. In the context of the NHEQF , a ‘field of learning ’ refers to the cho s e n
disciplin ary areas of learnin g in a broad multi -/ inter-/tran sdisciplin ary context, work or techni c al
and vocation al education and training , or an area of professional practice.
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NHEQF incorporates the qualifications from each education and training sector, includi n g
Technical and Vocational Education and Training (TVET) and professional and technical educati o n
programmes (except those relating to medical education and legal education), into a single
comprehensive qualifications framework. The NHEQF is in sync with the NSQF in terms of levels of
qualifications to facilitate the integration of TVET, and professional and technical education into
the overall higher education system. The NHEQF reflects the learning outcomes and acade mi c
standards that the holders of the relevant qualification are expected to demonstrate.
It may be noted that the NHEQF is not intended to promote a uniform curriculum or
national common syllabus for a programme of study or to prescribe a set of approaches to the
teaching-learnin g process and assessment of student learning levels. The purpose is to bring
up/elevate all HEIs to a common level of benchmarkin g to ensure that all institutions are providi n g
quality education. The framework is intended to allow for flexibility and innovation in (i) progr a m m e
design and syllabi development, (ii) teaching-learning process, (iii) assessment of students’ learnin g
levels, and (iv) periodic programme review within a broad framework of agreed expected
programme/course learning outcomes and academic standard.
The NHEQF recognizes that each student has his/her own characteristics in terms of
previous learning levels and experiences, life experiences, learning styles and approaches to future careerrelated actions. The quality, depth and breadth of the learning experien ces made available to the
students help develop their characteristic attributes/profile. The graduate profile/attributes reflect both
disciplinary knowledge, understanding and skills related to the chosen field(s) of learning, generic
learning outcomes that all students enrolled in different programmes of study should acquire/achi e ve
and demonstrate. The institutions of higher education will have the autonomy to frame their own
curriculum, including the syllabi, pedagogical approaches, and learning assessment procedu r e s/
practices based on the NHEQF.
4.2.

Types and title/nomenclature of qualifications

The NHEQF is an outcome-based framework for qualifications of different types. The
qualification types and examples of title/nomen clature for qualifications within each type are indicated
in Table 1.
Table 1: Types of qualifications and qualification title/nomenclature
Type of
qualification
Undergrad uate
Certificate

Undergrad uate
Diploma

Qualification title/nomenclature and programm e duration
Undergraduate Certificate (Field of study/discipline). (Programme
duration: First year (first two semesters) of the undergraduate
programme, followed by an exit 10-credit bridge course(s) lasting two
months, including at least 6-credit job-specific internship/apprenticeship
that would help the graduates acquire job-ready competencies required
to enter the workforce.
Undergraduate Diploma (Field of study/discipline). (Programme duration:
First two years (first four semesters) of the undergraduate programme,
followed by an exit 10-credit bridge course(s) lasting two months,
including at least 6-credit job-specific internship/apprenticeship that
would help the graduates acquire job-ready competencies required to
enter the workforce.
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Type of
qualification
Bachelor’s degree

Bachelor’s degree
(Honours/Research)
Post-Grad uate
Diploma

Qualification title/nomenclature and programm e duration
Bachelor of (Field of study/discipline) (Programme duration: First two
years (first four semesters) of the undergraduate programme,
followed by an exit 10-credit bridge course(s) lasting two months,
including at least 6-credit job-specific internship/apprenticeship that
would help the graduates acquire job-ready competencies required
to enter the workforce.Examples:
• Bachelor of Arts (B.A.), Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.), Bachelor of
Commerce (B.Com.), Bachelor of Vocation (B. Voc.), Bachelor of
Business Administration (BBA). Programme duration: Three years (six
semesters).
• Bachelor of Educatio n (B.Ed): Programme duration: Two years (four
semesters) after completing a Bachelor’s degree programme)
• Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.). Programme duration: One year (two
semesters) after completing a Bachelor’s degree (Honours/Research) or
Master’s degree.
• Integrated Teacher Education Programme (ITEP): Programme
duration: Four years (eight semesters).
• Bachelor of Engineerin g (B.E), Bachelor of Technology (B.Tech.).
Programme duration: Four years (eight semesters).
• Bachelor of Architecture (B.Arch.): Five years (ten semesters).
• Bachelor of Pharmacy (B.Pharm): Four years (8 semesters).
Bachelor of (Field of study/discipline) (Honours/Research). Programme
duration: Four years (eight semesters).
Post-Graduate Diploma in (Field of study/discipline). Programme
duration: One year (two semesters) in the case of those who exit after
successful completion of the first year (two semesters) of the 2-year
master’s programme, followed by an exit 10-credit bridge courses lasting
two months, including at least 6-credit job-specific
internship/apprenticeship that would help the graduates acquire jobready competencies required to enter the workforce.
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Master’s degree

Doctoral degree

4.2.1.

Master of (Field of study/discipline). Programme duration: Two years
(four semesters) for those who have obtained a 3-year/6-semester
bachelor’s degree, or one year (two semesters) in the case of those who
have obtained a 4-year/8-semester Bachelor’s (Honours/Research)
degree.
Examples
• Master of Arts (M.A), Master of Science (M.Sc.), Master of
Commerce (M.Com.), Master of Vocation (M.Voc.), Master of
Business Administration (MBA). Programme duration: Two years (Four
semesters) after obtaining a Bachelor’s degree).
• Integrated Bachelor’s - Master’s degree programmes. Programme
duration: five years (ten semesters) after completin g secondary
education.
• Master of Education (M.Ed.). Programme duration: Two years (four
semesters) after completing a 2-year/4-semester B.Ed. programme or a
4-year (8 semester) integrated teacher education programme.
• Integrated B.Ed. - M.Ed. programme. Programme duration: Three
years (six semesters) after obtaining a Bachelor degree).
• Master of Arts (Education). Programme duration: Two years (Four
semesters) after completing a Bachelor’s degree programme)
• Master of Engineering (M.E), Master of Technology (M.Tech.).
Programme duration: Two years (four semesters) after obtaining a
Bachelor’s degree in engineering/technology .
• Master of Architecture. Programme duration: Two years (four
semesters) after obtaining a B. Arch degree
• Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)

NHEQF levels

The NHEQF levels represent a series of sequential stages expressed in terms of a range
of learning outcomes against which typical qualifications are positioned/located . NHEQF level 5
represents learning outcomes appropriate to the first year (first two semesters) of the undergrad u at e
programme of study, while Level 10 represents learning outcomes appropriate to the doctoral-level
programme of study (Table 2).
Table 2: Higher education qualifications at different levels on the NHEQF
NHEQF level

Examples of higher education qualifications located within each level

Level 5

Undergraduate Certificate. Programme duration: First year (first two semesters) of
the undergraduate programme.

Level 6

Undergraduate Diploma. Programme duration: First two years (first four
semesters) of the undergraduate programme.

Level 7

Bachelor’s Degree. Programme duration: F i r s t three years (Six semesters) of the
four-year undergraduate programme.
Bachelor’s Degree (Honours/Research). Programme duration: Four years (eight
semesters).

Level 8
Level 8

Post-Grad uate Diploma. Programme duration: One year (two semesters) for those
who exit after successful completion of the first year (two semesters) of the 2-year
master’s degree programme.

Level 9

Master’s degree. Programme duration: Two years (four semesters) after
obtaining a Bachelor’s degree.
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Level 9

Master’s degree. Programme duration: One year (two semesters) after
obtaining a Bachelor’s degree (Honours/Research).

Level 10

Doctoral degree

4.2.2.

Expected graduate attributes/profile at different levels on NHEQF
The NHEQF envisages that students on completion of a programme of study must possess and

demonstrate the expected graduate profile/attributes acquired through one or more modes of learning,
including direct in-person or face to face instruction, open and distance learning, online learning, and
hybrid/blended modes. The graduate profile/attributes indicate the quality and feature or characteristics of
the graduate of a programme of study, including learning outcomes relating to the disciplinary area(s)
relating to the chosen field(s) of learning and generic learning outcomes that are expected to be acquired
by a graduate on completion of the programme(s) of study.
The graduate profile/attributes include capabilities that help widen the current knowledge
base and skills, gain and apply new knowledge and skills, undertake future studies independen tly ,
perform well in a chosen career, and play a constructive role as a responsible citizen in the society .
The graduate profile/attributes are acquired incrementally and describe a set of competencies that
are transferable beyond the study of a particular subject/disciplinary area and programme context s
in which they have been developed. Graduate profile/attrib utes are fostered through meanin g f ul
learning experiences made available through the curriculum and learning experience, the total
college/university experien ce, and a process of critical and reflective thinking.
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Graduate profile/attributes include learning outcomes that are specific to disciplinary areas
relating to the chosen field(s) of learning within broad multidisciplin ary/interdisciplin a r y/
transdisciplinary contexts, and generic learning outcomes that graduates of all programmes of study
should acquire and demonstrate (Table 3).
Table 3: Graduate profile/attributes
Type of
learning
outcomes
Learning
outcomes that
are specific to
disciplinary/
interdisciplin ary
areas of
learning

The Learning outcomes descriptors
Graduates should be able to demon strate the acquisition of:
a comprehensive knowledge and coherent understanding of the chosen
disciplinary/interdisciplinary areas of study in a broad multidisciplin ary context,
their different learning areas, their linkages with related fields of study, and
current and emerging developments associated with the chosen
disciplinary/interdisciplinary areas of learning.
procedural knowledge required for carrying out professional or highly skilled
work/tasks related to the chosen field(s) of learning, including knowledge
required for undertaking self-employment initiatives, and knowledge and
mindset required for entrepren eurship involving enterprise creation, improved
product development, or a new mode of organization.
skills in areas related to specialization in the chosen
disciplinary/interdisciplinary area(s) of learning in a broad multidisciplinary
context, including wide-ranging practical skills, involving variable routine and
non-routine contexts relating to the chosen field(s) of learning.
capacity to extrapolate from what has been learnt, and apply acquired
competen cies in new/unfamiliar contexts, rather than merely replicate
curriculum content knowledge, to generate solutions to specific problems.

Generic
learning
outcomes

Complex problem -solving: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the

capability to:
• solve different kinds of problems in familiar and non-familiar contexts and
apply the learning to real-life situations.
Critical thinking: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the capability to:
• apply analytic thought to a body of knowledge, including the analysis and
evaluation of policies, and practices, as well as evidence, arguments, claims ,
beliefs and the reliability and relevance of evidence,
• identify relevant assumptions or implications; and formulate coherent
arguments,
• identify logical flaws and holes in the arguments of others,
• analyse and synthesize data from a variety of sources and draw valid
conclusions and support them with evidence and examples.

Creativity : The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• create, perform, or think in different and diverse ways about the same
objects or scenarios,
• deal with problems and situations that do not have simple solutions,
• innovate and perform tasks in a better manner,
• view a problem or a situation from multiple perspectives,
• think ‘out of the box’ and generate solutions to complex problems
in unfamiliar contexts.
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Communication Skills: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the skills that enable
them to:
• listen carefully, read texts and research papers analytically and present complex
information in a clear and concise manner to different groups/au diences,
• express thoughts and ideas effectively in writing and orally and communicate
with others using appropriate media,

• confidently share views and express herself/himself,
• constru ct logical arguments using correct technical language related to a field of
learning, work/vocation, or an area of professional practice,
• convey ideas, thoughts and arguments using language that is respectful and
sensitive to gender and other minority groups.
Analytical reasoning/thinking: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the
capability to:
• evaluate the reliability and relevance of evidence;
• identify logical flaws and holes in the arguments of others;
• analyse and synthesise data from a variety of sources;
• draw valid conclusions and support them with evidence and examples, and
addressing opposing viewpoints.
Researc h-related skills : The graduates should be able to demonstrate:
• a keen sense of observation, inquiry, and capability for asking relevant/
appropriate questions,
• the ability to problematize, synthesize and articulate issues and design
research proposals,
• the ability to define problems, formulate appropriate and relevant resear c h
questions, formulate hypotheses, test hypotheses using quantitative and
qualitative data, establish hypotheses, make inference based on the analysis and
interpretation of data, and predict cause-an d-effect relationships,
• the capacity to develop appropriate methodology and tools of datacollection,
• the appropriate use of statistical and other analytical tools and techniques,
• the ability to plan, execute and report the results of an experiment or investigation,
• the ability to acquire the understan ding of basic research ethics and skills in
practicing /doing ethics in the field/ in personal research work, regardless of the
funding authority or field of study.

Coordin atin g/collabo ratin g with others : The graduates should be able to demonstrate
the ability to:

• work effectively and respectfully with diverse teams,
• facilitate cooperative or coordinated effort on the part of a group,
• act together as a group or a team in the interests of a common cause and
work efficiently as a member of a team.
Leadership readin ess/q ualities: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the
capability for:
• mappin g out the tasks of a team or an organization and setting direction.
• formulatin g an inspiring vision and building a team that can help achieve the
vision, motivating and inspiring team members to engage with that vision.
• using management skills to guide people to the right destination.
‘Learning how to learn’ skills: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• acquire new knowledge and skills, including ‘learning how to learn’ skills, that are
necessary for pursuing learning activities throughout life, through self- paced and
self-directed learning aimed at personal development, meeting economic, social,
and cultural objectives, and adapting to changing trades and demands of
workplace, including adapting to the changes in work processes in the context
of the fourth industrial revolution, through knowledge/ skill development/reskilling,
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• work independently, identify appropriate resources required for further learning,
• inculcate a healthy attitude to be a lifelong learner.
Digital literacy and skills: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the capability to:
• use ICT in a variety of learning and work situations,
• access, evaluate, and use a variety of relevant information sources,
• use appropriate software for analysis of data.

Multicultural competence: The graduates should be able to demonstrate:
• the acquisition of knowledge of the values and beliefs of multiple cultures and a
global perspective to honour diversity,
• capability to effectively engage in a multicultural group/society and interact
respectfully with diverse groups,
• capability to lead a diverse team to accomplish common group tasks and
goals.

Value inculcation : The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of
knowled ge and attitude that are required to:

• embrace and practice constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral values in
life, includin g universal human values of truth, righteous conduct, peace, love,
nonviolence, scientific temper, citizenship values,
• practice responsible global citizenship required for responding to
contemporary global challenges, for enabling learners to become aware of
and understand global issues and to become active promoters of more
peaceful, tolerant, inclusive, secure, and sustainable societies,
• formulate a position/argument about an ethical issue from multiple
perspectives and use ethical practices in all aspects of one’s work,
• identify ethical issues related to work, and follow ethical practices, including
avoiding unethical behaviour such as fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data, or committing plagiarism, and adhering to
intellectual property rights,
• recognize environmental and sustainability issues, and participate in actions to
promote sustainable development.
• adopt objective, unbiased, and truthful actions in all aspects of work.

Autonom y,

responsibility and accountability:

The graduates should be able to

demonstrate the ability to:

• apply knowledge, understanding and/or skills with an appropriate degree of
independence relevant to the level of the qualification,
• work indepen dently, identify appropriate resources required for a project, and
manage a project through to completion,
• exercise responsibility and demonstrate accountability in applying knowl e d g e
and/or skills in work and/or learning contexts appropriate for the level of the
qualification, including ensuring safety and security at work places.
Environmental awareness and action: The graduates should be able to
demonstrate the acquisition of and ability to apply the knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values required to take appropriate actions for:
• mitigating the effects of environmental degradation, climate change and
pollution,
• effective waste management, conservation of biological diversity, management of
biological resources and biodiversity, forest and wildlife conservation , and
sustainable development and living.
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Commu nity engagem ent and service: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the
capability to participate in community-engaged services/ activities for promoting the well being of the society.

Empathy: The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to identify with
or understand the perspective, experiences, or points of view of another individual or
groups, and to identify and understand other people’s emotions.
4.2.3.

NHEQF level descriptors

Each NHEQF level is structured based on the defined learning outcomes which lead to
the expected graduate attributes/profile. The level descriptors reflect the expected outcomes of
learning that should be achieved and demon strated by graduates of a specific programme of study
leading to qualification at a specific NHEQF level.
4.2.3.1. Learning outcomes descriptors for qualification at level 5 on the NHEQF
An Undergraduate Certificate is awarded to students who have demonstrated the
achievement of the outcomes located at level 5 on the NHEQF.
Table 4: Descriptors for qualifications at levels 5 on the NHEQF
Element of the
descriptor
Knowledge and
understanding

NHEQF level descriptors relating to undergraduate certificate
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• knowled ge of facts, concepts, principles, theories, and processes in
broad multidisciplinary learning contexts within the chosen fields of
learning in a broad multidisciplinary learning,
• understan ding of the linkages between the learning areas within and
across the chosen fields of study,
• procedural knowledge required for performing skilled or
paraprofession al tasks associated with the chosen fields of learning.

Skills required
to perform and
accomplish tasks

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• a range of cognitive and technical skills required for accomplishing
assigned tasks relating to the chosen fields of learning in the context of
broad multidisciplinary contexts.
• cognitive skills required to identify, analyse and synthesize
information from a range of sources.
• cognitive and technical skills required for selecting and using
relevant methods, tools, and materials to assess the appropriateness of
approaches to solving problems associated with the chosen fields of
learning.

Application of
knowled ge and skills

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired operational or technical and theoretical
knowledge, and a range of cognitive and practical skills to select
and use basic methods, tools, materials, and information to
generate solutions to specific problems relating to the chosen fields of
learning.
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Element of the
descriptor
Generic learning
outcomes

NHEQF level descriptors relating to undergraduate certificate
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, read texts related to the chosen fields of study
analytically and present information in a clear and concise manner to
different groups/audiences.
• express thoughts and ideas effectively in writing and orally and
present the results/fin dings of the experiments carried out in a clear
and concise manner to different groups.
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• meet one’s own learning needs relating to the chosen fields of
learning.
• pursue self-directed and self-managed learning to upgrade
knowledge and skills required for higher level of education and
training.
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• gather and interpret relevant quantitative and qualitative data to
identify problems,
• critically evaluate principles and theories associated with the chosen
fields of learning.
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• make judgement and take decision, based on analysis of data and
evidence, for formulating responses to issues/problems associated
with the chosen fields of learning, requiring the exercise of some
personal responsibility for action and outputs/outcomes.

Constitutional,
humanistic, ethical,
and moral values

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the willingness to:
• practice constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral values in
one’s life, and practice these values in real-life situations,
• put forward convincing arguments to respond to the ethical and
moral issues associated with the chosen fields of learning .

Employmentready skills, and
entrepreneurship skills
and mindset

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• knowledge and a basket of essential skills, required to perform
effectively in a defined job relating to the chosen fields of study,
• ability to exercise responsibility for the completion of assigned tasks
and for the outputs of own work, and to take some responsibility for
group work and output as a member of the group.

Credit requirements

•

The successful completion of the first year (two semesters) of the
undergraduate programme of 40 credit-hours followed by an exit 10credit bridge course(s) lasting two months, including at least 6credit job-specific internship/apprenticeship that would help the
graduates acquire job-ready competencies required to enter the
workforce.
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Element of the
descriptor
Entry requirements

NHEQF level descriptors relating to undergraduate certificate
• Certificate obtained after successful completion of Grade 12 or
equivalent state of education.
Admission to the first year of the undergraduate programme will be open
to those who have met the entrance requirements, including specifie d
levels of attainment, in the programme admission regulations. Admission
will be based on the evaluation of documentary evidence (includin g the
academic record and/or evidence relating to the assessment and
certification of prior learning) of the applicant’s ability to pursue an
undergraduate programme of study.

4.2.3.2. Learning outcomes descriptors for qualifications at level 6 on the NHEQF
An Undergraduate Diploma is awarded to students who have demonstrated the
achievement of the outcomes located at level 6 on the NHEQF.
Table 5: Descriptors for qualifications at levels 6 on the NHEQF
Element of the
descriptor
Knowledge and
understanding

NHEQF level descriptors
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• theoretical and technical knowledge in broad multidisciplinary
contexts within the chosen fields of learning,
• deeper knowledge and understan ding of one of the learning areas
and its underlying principles and theories,
• procedural knowledge required for performing skilled or
paraprofession al tasks associated with the chosen fields of learning.

Skills required
to perform and
accomplish tasks

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• cognitive and technical skills required for performing and
accomplishing complex tasks relating to the chosen fields of learning,
• cognitive and technical skills required to analyse and synthesize ideas
and information from a range of sources and act on information to
generate solutions to specific problems associated with the chosen
fields of learning.

Application of
knowled ge and skills

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired specialized or theoretical knowledge, and a
range of cognitive and practical skills to gather quantitative and
qualitative data,
• select and apply basic methods, tools, materials, and information to
formulate solutions to problems related to the chosen field(s) of learning.
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Generic learning
outcomes

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, read texts related to the chosen fields of learning
analytically and present complex information in a clear and concise
manner to different groups/audiences,
• communicate in writing and orally the information, arguments, and
results of the experiments and studies conducted accurately and
effectively to specialist and non-specialist audience.
• meet one’s own learning needs relating to the chosen field(s) of
learning, work/vocation, and an area of professio nal practice,
• pursue self-paced and self-directed learning to upgrade
knowledge and skills required for pursuing higher level of
education and training.
• critically evaluate the essential theories, policies, and practices by
following scientific approach to knowledge development.
• make judgement and take decision, based on the analysis and
evaluation of information , for determining solutions to a variety of
unpredictable problems associated with the chosen fields of
learning, taking responsibility for the nature and quality of
outputs.

Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descriptors

Constitutional,
humanistic, ethical,
and moral values

The graduates should demon strate the willingness and ability to:
• embrace the constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral values, and
practice these values in life, and take a position regarding these
values,
• formulate arguments in support of actions to address issues relating the
ethical and moral issues relating to the chosen fields of learnin g ,
including environmental and sustainable development issues, from
multiple perspectives.

Employment-ready,
and entrepreneurship
skills and mindset

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of
knowled ge and essential skills set that are necessary to:
• take up job/employment relating to the chosen fields of study or
professional practice requiring the exercise of full personal responsibility for
the completion of tasks and for the outputs of own work, and full
responsibility for the group task/work as a member of the group/team.
• exercise self- management within the guidelines of study and work
contexts.
• supervise the routine work of others, taking some responsibility for the
evaluation and improvement of work or study activities.

Credit requirements

The successful completion of the first two years (four semesters) of the
undergraduate programme involving 80 credit-hours followed by an exit 10credit NSQF complaint skill-based course(s) lasting two months,
including at least 6-credit job-specific internship/apprenticeship that
would help the graduates acquire job-ready competencies required to
enter the workforce.
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Entry requirements

Continuation of study or lateral entry in the second year of the undergrad u at e
proramme will be possible for those who have met the entrance
requirements, includin g specified levels of attainment, specified in the
programme regulations. The continuation of study will be based on the
evaluation of documentary evidence (including the academic record and/o r
evidence relating to the assessment and certification of prior learning ) of the
applicant’s ability to pursue an undergraduate programme of study. Lateral
entry into the programme of study at NHEQF level 6 will be based on the
validation of prior learning outcomes achieved, including those achieve d
outside of formal learning or through learning and training in the
workplace or in the community , through continuing professional
development activities, or through independent/self-directed learning
activities.

4.2.3.3. Learning outcomes descriptors for a higher education qualification at
level 7 on the NHEQF
The Bachelor’s degree is awarded to students who have demonstrated the achievement of
the outcomes located at level 7 on the NHEQF.
Table 6: Descriptors for qualifications at levels 7 on the NHEQF
Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descriptors

Knowledge and
understanding

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• comprehensive, factual, theoretical, and specialized knowledge in br oad
multidisciplinary contexts with depth in the underlyin g principles and
theories relating to one or more fields of learning.
• knowled ge of the current and emerging issues and developments within the
chosen field(s) of learning.
• procedural knowledge required for performing and accomplishing
professional tasks associated with the chosen fields of learning.

Skills required
to perform and
accomplish tasks

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
• cognitive and technical skills required for performing and accomplishin g
complex tasks relating to the chosen fields of learning.
• cognitive and technical skills required to evaluate and analyse complex
ideas,
• cognitive and technical skills required to generate solutions to specific
problems associated with the chosen fields of learning.

Applicatio n of
knowled ge and
skills

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired specialized technical or theoretical knowledge, and
cognitive and practical skills to gather and analyse quantitative/
qualitative data to assess the appropriaten ess of different approaches to
solving problems,
• employ the right approach to generate solutions to problems related to the
chosen fields of learning.
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Generic learnin g
outcomes

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, to read text related to the chosen fields of learning
analytically and present complex information in a clear and concise
manner to different groups/audiences.
• comm unicate in writing and orally the constructs and method olo gie s
adopted for the studies undertaken relating to the chosen fields of
learning,
• make coheren t argum ents to suppo rt the findings/res ults of the study
undertaken to specialist and non-specialist audience.
• meet one’s own learning needs relating to the chosen field(s) of
learning,
• pursu e self-pa ced and self-directed learnin g to upgrad e knowle dg e and
skills that will help adapt to changing deman d s of workpla ce and pursue
higher level of education and training.
• critically evaluate evidenc e for taking actions to generate solutio ns to
specific problems associated with the chose n fields of learnin g based on
empirical evidence.
• make judgement and take decisions based on the analysis and
evaluation of information for formulating responses to problems,
including real-life problems,
• exercise judgement across a broad range of functions based on
empirical evidence, for determining personal and/or group actions to
generate solutio ns to specific problem s associated with the chosen fields
of learning.
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Element of the
descriptor
Constitution al,
humanistic,
ethical, and
moral values

NHEQF level descripto rs
The graduates should be able to demon strate the willingness and ability to:
•

Embrace the constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral values,
and practice these values in life.
• identify ethical issues related to the chosen fields of study,
• formulate cohere nt argum ents about ethical and moral issues , includin g
environmental and sustainable development issues, from multiple
perspectives.
• follow ethical practices in all aspects of research and development,
includin g avoidin g unethical practic es such as fabrication , falsification
or misrepresentation of data or committing plagiarism.

Employmentready and
entrep ren eurs hip
skills and mindset

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• knowled ge and essential skills set and comp ete nc e that are neces sary to
take up a professional job relating to the chosen field of learning and
professional practice,
• entrep ren eurs hip skills and mindset require d for setting up and runnin g
an economic enterprise or pursuing self-employment requiring the
exercis e of full perso nal respon sibility for the outputs of own work, and
full responsibility for output of group,

Credit
requirements

Entry
requirements

• the ability to exercise manag emen t and supervision in the contexts of
work or study activities involvin g unpre dictable work processe s and
working environment.
The successful completion of the first three years (six semesters) of the undergra d u ate
programme involving 120 credit-hours followed by an exit 10-credit bridge
course(s) lasting two months, including at least 6-credit job-specific
internship/apprenticeship that would help the graduates acquire job-ready
competencies required to enter the workforce.
Continuation of study or lateral entry into the third year of the undergrad uat e
proramme will be possible for those who have met the specified levels of
attainment, specified in the programme admission regulations. The
continuation of study will be based on the evaluation of documentary eviden c e
(including the academic record and/or evidence relating to the assessment and
certification of prior learning ) of the applicant’s ability to pursue and compl et e
the undergraduate programme of study. Lateral entry into the programme of
study at NHEQF level 7 will be based on the validation of prior learnin g
outcomes, including those achieved outside of formal learning or through
learning and training in the workplace or in the community, through
continuing
professional
development
activities,
or
through
independent/self-directed learning activities.

4.2.3.4. Learning outcomes descriptors for a higher education qualification atlevel
8 on the NHEQF
The Bachelor’s degree (Honours/Research) or the Post-Gradu ate Diploma is awarded to
students who have demonstrated the achievement of the outcomes located at level 8 on the NHEQF.
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Table 7: Descripto rs for qualifications at levels 8 on the NHEQF
Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descripto rs

Knowledge and The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
understanding
• advanced knowledge about a specialized field of enquiry, with depth
in one or more fields of learning within a broad multidisciplin ary /
interdisciplinary context.
• a coherent understan ding of the established method s and techniq u es of
researc h and enquiry applica ble to the chose n fields of learning .
• an awaren ess and knowle dg e of the emergin g develo pm ents and issue s
in the chosen fields of learning,
• procedural knowledge required for performing and accomplishing
profes sion al tasks associate d with the chosen fields of learning .
Skills required
to perform and
accom plis h tasks

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• a range of cognitive and technical skills required for performing and
accom plis hin g complex tasks relating to the chosen fields of learning ,
• cognitive and technical skills relating to the establish ed researc h method s
and techniques,
• cognitive and technical skills required to evaluate complex ideas and
undertake researc h and investigation s to generate solutio ns to real-life
problems,
• generate solution s to complex problems indepen dently, requirin g the
exercis e of full perso nal judge ment, respon sibility, and accou ntability for
the output of the initiatives taken as a practitioner.

Application of
knowledge and
skills

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired advanced technical and/or theoretical knowledge
and a range of cognitive and practical skills to analyse the quantitative
and qualitative data gathered drawing on a wide range of sources for
identifyin g problems and issues relating to the chosen fields of learnin g,
• apply advanced knowledge relating to research methods to carryout
researc h and investigatio ns to formulate evidenc e-base d solutio ns to
complex and unpredictable problems.

Generic learnin g
outcomes

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, read texts and researc h papers analytically and present
complex information in a clear and concise manner to differen t group s/
audiences,
• comm unicate technical informatio n and explan atio n s, and the findings/
results of the research studies relating to specialized fields of learning ,
• present in a concise manner one’s views on the relevance and
applications of the findings of research and evaluation studies in the
context of emerging developments and issues.
• meet own learnin g needs relating to the chosen fields of learnin g,
• pursu e self-pa ced and self-directed learnin g to upgrad e knowle dg e and
skills that will help accom plish complex tasks and pursu e higher level of
education and research.
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Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descripto rs
The graduates should be able to demo nstrate:
• a keen sense of observation , enquiry, and capability for asking relevant/
appropriate questions,
• the ability to problem atize, synthesisize and articulate issues and design
research proposals,
• the ability to define problems, formulate appropriate and relevan t research
question s, formulate hypoth eses, test hypoth eses using quantitative and
qualitative data, establish hypotheses, make inference based on the analysis
and interpretatio n of data, and predict cause-and -effect relationships,
• the capacity to develo p appro priate tools for data collectio n,
• the ability to plan, execute and report the results of an experiment or
investigation,
• the ability to acquire the understan din g of basic research ethics and skills
in practicin g/d oin g ethics in the field/ in own researc h work, regardless
of the funding authority or field of study,
• examine and assess the implications and consequences of emerging
develop men ts and issues relating to the chosen fields of study based on
empirical evidence.
• make judgement in a range of situations by critically reviewing and
consolidating evidences,
• exercise judgement based on evaluation of evidence from a range of
source s to generate solution s to complex problem s, includin g real-life
problems, associated with the chosen field(s) of learning requirin g the
exercis e of full person al respo nsibility and accounta bility for the initiatives
undertaken and the outputs/outcomes of own work as well as of the
group as a team member.

Constitution al,
humanistic,
ethical, and
moral values

The graduates should be able to demon strate the willingness and ability to:
• Embrace and practice constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral
values in life.
• adopt objective, unbiased, and truthful actions in all aspects of work
related to the chosen field(s) of learnin g and professio nal practice.
• present coherent arguments in support of relevant ethical and moral issues.
• participate in actions to address environmental and sustainable
development issues.
• follow ethical practices in all aspects of research and development,
includin g avoidin g unethical practices such as fabrication , falsification or
misrepresentation of data or committing plagiarism.

Employmentready, and
entrepreneurship
skills and
mindset

The gradu ates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of knowled ge
and skills required for:
• adapting to the future of work and to the demands of the fast pace of
technological develop me nts and innovatio ns that drive shift in employe rs’
deman d s for skills, particularly with respect to transitio n towards more
technolog y-a ssisted work involving the creatio n of new forms of work and
rapidly changing work and production processes.
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Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descripto rs
• managing complex technical or professional activities or projects,
requiring the exercise of full personal responsibility for output of own work as
well as for the outputs of the group as a member of the group /te am.
• exercising supervision in the context of work having unpredictable
changes.

Credit
requirements

Successful completion of the 4-year (eight semesters) undergraduate programme
involving 160 credit-hours, with 40 credits at level 5, 40 credits at level
6, 40 credits at level 7, and 40 credits at level 8 on the NHEQF.

Entry
requirements

• An individual seeking admission to the bachelor’s degree (Honours/
Research ) in a specified field of learning would normally have completed all
requirements of the relevant 3-year Bachelor’s degree. (After completi n g
requirements of a 3-year bachelor’s degree, candidates who meet a
minimum CGPA of 7.5 will be allowed to continue studies in the fourth year
of the undergradu ate programme leading to the bachelor’s degree
(Honours/Research).
• Continuation of undergraduate programme leading to the bachelor’s degre e
(Honours/Research ) will be open to those who have met the entrance
requirements, including specified levels of attainment, in the progr a m m e
admission regulations. Continuation of the programme of study will be
based on the evaluation of documentary evidence (including the acade mi c
record and/or evidence relating to the assessment and certification of pri or
learning) of the applicant’s ability to pursue study during the fourth year
(semesters 7 & 8) of the 4-year Bachelor’s degree (Honours/Research)
programme. Lateral entry into the programme of study at NHEQF level 8 will
be based on the validation of prior learning outcomes, including those
achieved outside of formal learning or through learning and training in
the workplace or in the community, through continuing professional
development activities, or through independent/self-directed/selfmanaged learning activities.

4.2.3.5. Learning outcomes descriptors for a higher education qualification at
level 9 on the NHEQF
The Master’s degree is awarde d to students who have demon strated the achievem ent of
the outcomes located at level 9 on the NHEQF.
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Table 8: Descripto rs for qualifications at levels 9 on the NHEQF
Element of the

NHEQF level descripto rs

descriptor
Knowled g e and
understanding

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• advanced knowledge about a specialized field of enquiry with a
critical understanding of the emerging developments and issues
relating to one or more fields of learning,
• advanc ed knowledg e and understa ndin g of the researc h principles,
method s, and techniq ue s applicable to the chosen field(s) of learning
or professional practice,
• proced ural knowled ge required for performin g and accom plishin g
complex and specialize d and profession al tasks relating to teaching ,
and research and development.

Skills require d
to perform and
accom plis h tasks

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• advanc ed cognitive and technic al skills required for performin g and
accom plis hin g complex tasks related to the chosen fields of learnin g.
• advanced cognitive and technical skills required for evaluating
researc h finding s and designing and conductin g relevant research
that contributes to the generation of new knowledge.
• specialized cognitive and technical skills relating to a body of
knowledge and practice to analyse and synthesize complex
information and problems.

Application of
knowled ge and skills

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired advanced theoretical and/o r technic al knowled ge
about a specialized field of enquiry or professional practice and
a range of cognitive and practical skills to identify and analyse
problems and issues, includin g real-life problem s, associated with the
chosen fields of learning.
• apply advan ced knowled ge relating to research method s to carryout
researc h and investigatio ns to formulate evidenc e-base d solutio ns to
complex and unpredictable problems.
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Generic learnin g
outcomes

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, read texts and research papers analytically and present
complex information in a clear and concise manner to different
groups/audiences,
• comm unicate, in a well-stru ctured manner, technic al informatio n
and explanation s, and the findings /results of the research studies
undertaken in the chosen field of study,
• present in a concise mann er views on the relevan ce and application s
of the findings of recent research and evaluation studies in the context
of emerging developments and issues.
• evaluate the reliability and relevance of evidence; identify logical flaws
and holes in the arguments of others; analyse and synthesise data
from a variety of sources; draw valid conclusions and support them
with evidence and examples, and addressing opposing viewpoints.
• meet one’s own learning needs relating to the chosen fields of
learnin g, work/voc atio n, and an area of profession al practice ,
• pursu e self-pa ced and self-directed learnin g to upgrad e knowle dg e
and skills, including research-relate d skills, require d to pursue higher
level of education and research.
• problematize, synthe sisize and articulate issues and design research
proposals,
• define problems, formulate appropriate and relevant research
questio ns, formulate hypothese s, test hypothe ses using quantitative
and qualitative data, establis h hypoth eses, make inferen ce based on
the analysis and interpretatio n of data, and predict cause -and -effect
relationships,
• develop appro priate tools for data collection for research ,
• the ability to use approp riate statistic al and other analytic al tools and
techniq u es for analysis of data collected for research and evaluation
studies,
• plan, execute and report the results of an investig ation ,
• follow basic researc h ethics and skills in practicing /d oin g ethics in the
field/ in one’s own research work.
• make judgements and take decisions regarding the adoption of
appro ach es to solving problem s, includin g real-life problems , based
on the analysis and evaluation of information and empirical evidence
collected.
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Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descripto rs
• make judgem ent across a range of function s requirin g the exer ci s e
of full responsibility and accountability for personal and/or group
actions to generate solution s to specific problem s associated with the
chose n fields/subfields of study, work, or profession al practice.

Constitutional,
huma nistic, ethical,
and moral values

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the willingn ess and ability
to:
• embrac e and practice constitutio nal, humanistic, ethical and mor al
values in one’s life,
• adopt objective and unbiase d actions in all aspects of work related to
the chosen fields/su bfiel ds of study and profession al practic e,
• participate in actions to address environmental protection and
sustainable development issues,
• support relevant ethical and moral issues by formulating and
presenting coherent arguments,
• follow ethical principles and practices in all aspects of research and
develop men t, including inducem ents for enrolling particip a n t s ,
avoiding unethical practices such as fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data or committing plagiarism.

Employment-ready,
and entrepreneurship
skills and mindset

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of
knowledge and skills set required for:
• adapting to the future of work and responding to the demands of
the fast pace of technological developments and innovations that
drive shift in employers’ deman ds for skills, particularly with resp e c t
to transition towards more technology-assisted work involving
the creation of new forms of work and rapidly changing work and
production processes.
• exercising full person al respon sibility for outpu t of own work as well
as for group/team outputs and for managin g work that are comp l e x
and unpredictable requiring new strategic approaches.

Credit requirem ents

• A 1-year/2-semester master’s degree programme builds on a
bachelor’s degree with Honours/Research and requires 40credi t s
for individu als who have completed
a Bachelor’s
deg r e e
(Honours/Research).
• The 2-year/4-semester Master’s degree programme builds on a
bachelor’s degree and requires a total of 80 credits from the first and
second years of the programme, with 40 credits in the first year and
40 credits in the second year of the programme at level 9 on the
NHEQF.
• A 1-year/2-s emester Post-Grad uate Diploma program me builds on
a bachelor’s degree and requires 40 credits for individuals who have
completed a Bachelor’s programme.

Entry requirements

• A Bachelor’s degree (Hono urs/ Rese arch ) for the 1-year/2-se me s t e r
Master’s programme.
• A Bachelor’s degree for the 2-year/4-semester Master’s degree
programme.
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Element of the
descriptor

NHEQF level descripto rs
• A 4-year Bachelor’s Degree for the 1-year/2-semester master’s
programmme
Admission to a program me of study leading to the Master’s degree is open
to those who have met the entrance requirements, including specifi e d
levels of attainme nt, specifie d in the program me admission regulations.
Admission will be based on the evaluatio n of documenta ry evide n c e
(including the academic record and/or evidenc e relating to the
assessmen t and certification of prior learnin g) indicating the applica n t ’ s
ability to pursue postgrad u ate study.

4.2.3.6. Learning outcomes descriptors for a higher education qualification at
level 10 on the NHEQF
Doctoral Degree is awarde d to students who have demon strated the achievem ent of the
outcomes located at level 10 on the NHEQF.
Table 9: Descripto rs for qualifications at level 10 on the NHEQF
Element of the

NHEQF level descripto rs

descriptor
Knowled g e and
understanding

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• highly specialized knowledge, including knowledge at the most
advanced frontiers of the chosen fields of study.
• mastery of the established research methods and techniques
applicable to the chosen fields of learning.
• procedural knowledge required by personnel engaged in complex
research and development activities.

Skills require d
to perform and
accom plis h tasks

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the acquisitio n of:
• most advance d and highly specialized cognitive and technical skills
required for performin g and accom plishin g complex tasks related
to research and development that make original contribution to
knowledge, professional practice, and innovations.
• cognitive and technical skills required for conceptu alizing , designin g ,
and implementing fundamental and/or applied research at the
forefront of the chosen field(s) of learning to generate original
knowledge.
• cognitive and technical skills required for doing transdisciplinary
research.

Application of
knowled ge and skills

The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• apply the acquired highly specialized knowledge, skills, and
methods of research to design and conduct original and high
quality disciplin ary or multidisciplin ary or interdisciplin ary researc h to
generate evidence -base d solutio ns to complex proble ms, includin g
real-life proble ms, relating to the chose n field(s) of study.
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Element of the
descriptor
Generic learnin g
outcomes

NHEQF level descripto rs
The graduates should be able to demo nstrate the ability to:
• listen carefully, read texts and research papers analytically and prese nt
complex information in a clear and concise mann er to non-spe ciali s t
and specialist groups/audiences.
• present, in a well- structured and logical manner, technic al
information and explanatio ns pertainin g to the results /findin gs of
research studies undertaken.
• present views on the relevanc e and applicatio n of recent research and
their application s in the context of the emerging develo pm ents and
issues related to the chose n field(s) of study or profession al practice.
• meet own learning needs relating to research and investigatio ns in
the chosen fields of study.
• pursu e self-pa ced and self-directed learnin g to upgra de knowl e d g e
and skills, including research -related skills, require d to pursue high e r
level of researc h related to new frontiers of knowle dg e.
• critically analyse and synthesize a body of knowledg e in their maj o r
and allied fields, identify critical gaps and ask new question s, devel o p
new tools and techniqu es of data gatherin g and analysis, and at the
end of it be able to conduct research independently.
• evaluate the reliability and relevance of evidence; identify logical flaws
and holes in the arguments of others; analyse and synthesise data
from a variety of sources; draw valid conclusions and support them
with evidence and examples and addressing opposing viewpoints.
• make judgements and take decisions regarding the formulation
of responses to problems, including real-life problems, based on
the analysis and evaluation of information and empirical evidenc e
relating to the problems.

Constitutional,
humanistic, and
ethical and moral
values

• make significant judgeme nt across broad range of functio ns requi ri n g
the exercise of responsibility for determinin g person al and/or gro u p
actions to generate solution s to specific problem s associated with the
chose n field(s) of study, work, or profession al practice.
The graduates should be able to demonstrate the willingness and ability to:
• practice constitutional, humanistic, ethical, and moral values in life, adopt
objective and unbiased actions in all aspects of work,
• identify ethical issues related to the chosen fields of research,
including those relating to environmental and sustainable
development issues,
• follow ethical practices in all aspects of research and developm e nt ,
including avoiding practices such as fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data or committin g plagiarism, and not adhering to
intellectual property rights,
• acquire the understanding of basic research ethics and skills in
practicing /doing ethics in the field/in own research work, regardless of
the funding authority or field of study.
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Element of the

NHEQF level descripto rs

descriptor
Employmentready, and
entrep ren eurs hip
skills and mindset

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisitio n of
knowledge and essential skills set required for:
• adaptin g to the future of work and respon d to the demand s of the fast
pace of technolo gic al develop ments and innovation s that drive shift in
skill needs relating to work and professio nal practice s, includin g thos e
relating to teaching, research, and development,
• exercising full personal respo nsibility for outputs/o utco mes of own
work and outputs/outcomes of group efforts,
• exercising substantial autho rity, innovation , auton omy, professi o n al
integrity, and sustained commitme nt to the develop ment of new ideas
or processes at the forefro nt of work or study contexts inclu d i n g
research.

Credit requirem ents

• The major feature of all doctorate degrees is original research . The
body of work that leads to the award of a doctorate degree will
include course work and a thesis with published work and/o r creati v e
work (for example, in the case of visual or performing arts).

Entry requirements

• A gradu ate of a 1-year/2-sem ester Master’s Degree progra mm e, or
a 2-year/4-semester Master’s Degree programme, or a 4-year/8semester Bachelor’s degree (Rese arch ) with course work, disserta ti o n
and publish ed work based on the research/investig atio n .
• Admission to a programm e of study leading to the doctoral degree is
open to those who have met the entrance requirements, inclu d i n g
specified levels of attainmen t, in the program me admis si o n
regulations. Admission will be based on the evaluation of
docume ntary evidence (includin g the acade mic record and / o r
evidenc e relating to the assessmen t and certification of prior learni n g )
of the applicant’s ability to pursue study for a doctoral degree relating to
a specialised field of enquiry.

4.2.4.

NHEQF level descriptors as a learning continuum
Each NHEQF level represents a different level of complexity in learning outcomes.

Level 5 of the NHEQF represents learning outcomes appropriate to the first year of the
undergra du ate program me of study, while Level 10 represe nts learnin g outcom es with the
greate st complexity approp riate to the doctoral -level programm e of study (Annexure II). The
qualifications within each NHEQF level involves different volumes of learning as well as
differences in the range of expected outcomes of learning related to the chosen fields of
learnin g within broad multi-/inter-/tra nsdisciplin ary contexts. NHEQF levels reflects the relativ e
complexity and/or depth of achievem ent and the autonom y required of graduates to
demo nstrate that achievem ent. The learnin g outco mes descriptors for a higher educati o n
qualificat ion at different levels on the NHEQF reflect the developmental and learning
continuum from NHEQF level 5 to 10.
4.2.5.

The NHEQF qualification specifications
The NHEQF qualific ation specifications (Table 10) for the certificate, diploma and
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setting and accrediting authorities in the higher education sub -sector, industry and professi o n al
bodies, regulatory bodies, students, and employers.
Table 10. NHEQF Qualifi c ation specificatio ns
Qualification
type
Underg radu ate
Certificate

Underg radu ate
Diploma

Bachelo r’s
degree

Purpose of the qualification
The certificate (in a field of learning or a disciplinary area) qualifie s students
who can apply technical and theoretic al concep ts and specialized knowled g e
and skills in a broad range of contexts to undertake skilled or paraprofession al
work and/or to pursu e further study/learnin g at higher levels.
The diploma (in a field of learnin g or a disciplin ary area) qualifies students
who can apply specialized knowled ge in a range of contexts to undertake
advanced skilled or paraprofessional work and/or to pursue further
learning/study at higher levels.
The bachelor’s degree qualifies students who can apply a broad and
cohere nt body of knowledg e and skills in a range of contexts to undertake
professional work and/or for further learning.

Bachelor’s
degree (Hono urs/
Research)

Bachelor’s degree (Honours): Prepare individuals who can apply a body
of knowled ge in a specific context to undertake profession al work and for
research and further learning.
Bachelor’s degree (Research): Prepare individuals who can apply an
advanced body of knowledge in a range of contexts to undertake
profes sion al work and apply specializ ed knowledg e and skills for research
and scholarship, and/or for further learnin g relating to the chosen field(s) of
learning, work/vocation, or professional practice.

Post-Gradu ate
Diploma

The Post-Graduate Diploma qualifies students who can apply a body
of advanced knowledge and skills in a range of contexts to undertake
professional or highly skilled work and/or further learning.
The Master’s degree qualifies students who can apply an advance d body of
knowled ge in a range of contexts for professio nal practice, research , and
scholarship and as a pathway for further learning. Graduates at this level
are expected to posse ss and demon strate specialize d knowle dg e and skills
for research , and/or profession al practice and/or for further learnin g .

Master’s degree
(1 year/2
semesters of
study)
Master’s degree
(2 years /4
semesters of
study)

The Master’s degree qualifies students who can apply an advanced body
of knowledge in a range of contexts for professional practice, research,
and scholarship and as a pathway for further learning. Graduates at this
level are expected to possess and demon strate specialized knowled ge and
skills for research , and/or professio nal practic e and/or for further learning .
Master’s degree holders are expecte d to demon strate the ability to apply the
established principles and theories to a body of knowledge or an area of
professional practice.

Doctoral degree

The Doctoral degree qualifies students who can ask relevant and new
questio ns and develop appro priate metho dologies and tools for collectin g
information in pursuit of generating new knowled ge and new data sets;
and apply a substantial body of knowledge to undertake research and
investig ation s to generate new knowle dg e, in one or more fields of inquiry,
scholarship or profession al practice. Graduate s at this level is expected to
have systematic and critical understanding of a complex field of learning
and specialized research skills for the advanc eme nt of knowled ge and/o r
professional practice and making a significant and original contribution
to the creation of new knowledge relating to a field of learning or in the
context of an area of professional practice.
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4.2.6.

Linkage between NHEQF Level D
Outcomes

escriptors and Programme Learning

The outcome s described in NHEQF level descriptors are attaine d by students thro u g h
learning acquired on the completion of a programme of study relating to the chosen fields of
learnin g, work/vocatio n, or an area of profession al practic e. The term ‘programm e’ refers to the
entire scheme of study followed by learners leading to a qualific ation . Individ ual program m e s
of study will have defined learning outcome s which must be attained for the award of a specifi c
certificate/diploma/degree.
The curriculum development agencies are responsible for ensuring that individual
progra mme learning outcom es align with the relevant qualificatio n descrip tor in the releva n t
NHEQF level. Programme learning outcomes (PLOs) include outcomes that are specific to
disciplin ary areas of learnin g associate d with the chose n field (s) of learni n g, work/vo cation , or
profes sion al practic e. They also include generic learnin g outcom es, including transfera ble skills
and competencies, that graduates of all programmes of study should acquire and be able to
demo nstrate for the award of the Certificate/Diplo ma /Deg ree. The program me learnin g outco m e s
would also focus on knowled ge and skills that prepare students for further study, employment, and
respon sible citizenship. They would help ensure compara bility of learnin g levels and acade mi c
standards across colleges/universities in India and provide a broad picture of the level of
comp ete nc e of graduates of a given program me of study. A progra mm e of study may be relate d
to mono disciplinary, multidisciplin ary, interdisciplin ary, or transdisciplin ary areas of learning ; wor k
or vocatio nal educatio n; or technical/ professio nal educatio n or an area of profession al practi c e .
Some exemplar PLOs are given in Annexure II.
4.2.7.

Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs)

The program me learning outcomes are attained by learners through the essential learnin g s
acquired on the completion of selected courses of study within a programme of study. The term ‘cours e’
is used to mean the individual courses of study that make up the schem e of study for a progra m m e .
The curriculum develo pm ent agencies are expected to consid er the relevant programm e learni n g
outcome s when setting the course learning outcom es for the underg radu ate certificate/dipl o m a ,
Bachelor’s degree, Bachelor’s degree with honours/research or master’s degree programmes.
Course learning outcom es are specific to the learning for a given course of study relate d
to a disciplin ary or interdisciplin ary/m ulti -disciplina ry/tran sdiscipinary area of learning . Some
course s of study are highly structu red, with a closely laid down progress ion of comp ulso ry/c o r e
course s to be taken at different phase s/stages of learning . The NHEQF envisag es program m e s
that would allow learners much more freedom to take a combinatio n of course s of study withi n
the multidisciplin ary contexts according to the prefere nc es of individu al student that may be very
different from the cours es of study pursu ed by anoth er studen t of the same programm e.
Course-level learning outcom es are expected to be aligned to relevant program me learnin g
outcomes. At the course level, each course may well have links to some but not all graduate attribut es
as these are developed through the totality of student learning experiences across the period/
semesters of their study. Some examples of course learning outcomes are given in Annexure III.
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4.3.
Academic credit framework for different types of qualifications within the
NHEQF
The NHEQF facilitates the awardin g of acade mic credit and supports credit transfer and
progression routes within the Indian education and training system. It seeks to help everyone involved
in education and training to make compariso ns between qualificatio ns offered by different types of
higher educatio n institutions in the country, and to understan d how these relate to each other. The
workload is described in terms of credits and the credit is defined mostly in terms of learner enga ge d
time. A course is measu red in terms of credit hours based on the amou nt of workload and learn e r
engaged time. A credit framework indicates the time investe d, the worklo ad for each of the credit s
earned by the individual. The credit framework will facilitate credit accumulation and transfer.
A credit is a unit by which the course work is measu red . It determin es the numbe r of
hours of instruction required per week for the duration of a semester (15-16 weeks). One credi t
is equivalent to one hour of teachin g (lecture or tutorial) or two hours of practical or field wor k
per week. Credit is awarded to a learner in recognition of the verified achievement of defined
learnin g outcom es at a specified level. The credit apportio nm ent for internship , and “comm u ni t y
engagement and service” is one credit per week subject to a maximum of six credits.
The NHEQF envisages different modes in which the programmes of study at undergrad u a t e
and post-grad u ate levels can be offered . These include direct in-perso n/face to face instructi o n ,
open and distanc e learning , online education , and hybrid /blen ded modes . The credit frame w o rk
would facilitate all these mode s of learnin g. A studen t will receive the credits linked to a course on
the successful completion of a programm e of study in an academic term of not exceedin g 16 week s
(for example, a semester) and not less than 10 weeks (for example, a trimester) and based on the
numb er of hours of teaching /guidan ce specified below, in any of the approved modes of study.
4.4.

Components of programmes of study

The following types of courses/activities may be used to build programm es of study. Eac h
of them will require specific number of hours of teachin g /guid anc e, in any of the modes of learni n g ,
and laboratory/stu dio /worksh op activities,
community engagement and service.
▪

field-based

learnin g /pro jects,

and

internshi p s /

Taught courses: A minimum of 15 hours of teaching per credit in a semester along with 30
hours of out-of-cla ss activities such as preparation for taught courses /lesso ns, comple ti n g
assign ments which form a part of the cours e work, and indepen d ent reading and stud y .
The out-of- class activities may not be measured and quantified for purpo ses of grading of the
credit.

▪

Laboratory/studio/workshop

activities:

A

minimum

of

30

hours

of

laboratory/studio/workshop activities per credit in a semester and 15 hours of out- of class activities such as preparation for practicu m, completing assign me nts, and indepen d e n t
readin g and study.
▪

Field-based learning/projects, internships/community engagement and service: A
minimum of 30 hours of learnin g activities in a semeste r along with 30 hours of out-of-class
activities such as preparatio n for the field projects, completing assign ments which form a
part of the course work, and indepen de nt readin g and study.
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Table 11: Qualification Type and Credit Requirem ents
NHEQF levels

Qualification title/nomenclature

Credit
requirements

Level 5

Underg radu ate Certificate (in the field of learnin g /dis cipli n e )
for those who exit after the first year (2 semesters) of
undergra du ate programm e. (Progra mm e duratio n: First year
or 2 semesters of the undergra du ate program me)

40 credits

Level 6

Underg radu ate Diploma (in the field of learnin g /dis ci pli n e )
for those who exit after the first two years (4 semesters) of
undergra du ate program me (Prog ramm e duratio n: First two
years or 4 semesters of the undergra du ate programm e)

80 credits

Level 7

Bachelo r’s Degree (Program me duratio n: Three years or 6
semesters).

120 credits

Level 7

Bachelo r of Vocatio n (B.Voc ). (Progra mm e duration : 3 years
or 6 semesters).

120 credits

Level 7

Bachelo r’s Degre e program me in Engin eerin g & Techn ology.
(Prog ramm e duration: Four years or 8 semesters.

160 credits

Level 8

Bachelor’
Degree
(Hono urs/ Rese arch ).
duration: Four years or 8 semesters).

160 credits

Level 8

Post-Gradu ate Diploma for those who exit after succes sf u l
completion of the first year or two semesters of the 2-ye a r
master’s program me ). (Prog ram me duration : One year or 2
semesters).

40 credits

Level 9

Master’s degree. (Programme duration: Two years or for
semesters after obtaining a Bachelor’s degree).

80 credits

Level 9

Master’s degree. (Programme duration: One year or 2
semesters after obtainin g a Bachelor’s degree (Hono u r s /
Research).

40 credits

Level 10

Doctoral degree

(Programme

Credits for
course work
and, a thesis
and published
work

Table 12. Letter Grades and Grade Points

Letter Grade

Grade Point

O (outstan din g)

10

A+ (Excellent)

9

A (Very good)

8

B+ (Good)

7

B (Above average)

6

C (Avera ge)

5

P (Pass)

4

F (Fail)

0

Ab (Absent)

0
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For non-credit course s ‘Satisfactory’ or ‘Unsatisfactory’ will be indicate d instead of the
letter grade and this will not be counted for the computation of SGPA/CGPA. The universities
or the autonomous colleges can decide on the grade or percentage of marks required to pass
in a course and the CGPA required to qualify for a Certificate/Diploma/Degree taking into
consideration the recommendations of the relevant standard setting body.
4.5.

Credit accumulation and redemption

The NHEQF helps facilitate multiple entry, multiple exit and re-entry options for
students at the undergra du ate and maste r’s levels. It would facilitate credit accumulation thro u g h
the facility created by the Academic Bank of Credit (ABC) scheme in the “Academic Bank
Account” opened by students across the country to transfer and consolid ate the credits earned by
them by underg oin g courses in any of the eligible (HEIs). The ABC allows for credi t redempt i o n
throug h the process of commutin g the accrued credits in the Academic Bank Accoun t maintai n e d
in the ABC for the purpos e of fulfilling the credits requireme nts for the award of
Certificate /Diplom a/ Degree by the authorized HEIs such as the universities or the auton om o u s
colleges. However, the validity of credits earned and kept in the Academic Credit Account will be
to a maximu m period of seven years or as specifie d by the ABC for different disciplinary or fields of
learnin g to allow the redemption of credits after the date of earning such credits. After seven
years, re-entry into a programme of study will be based on the validation of prior learni n g
outcom es. Lateral entry into the programme of study at a particular NHEQF level will be based on
the validatio n of prior learnin g outco mes, includin g those achieved outside of formal learning or
through learning and training in the workplace or in the community, through continuing
professional development activities, or through independent/self-directed/self-manag ed
learning activities.
4.6.

Quality assurance mechanism

A quality assuran ce framework is integral to the integrity of the programm es of stud y
evolved based on the NHEQF, and the recognition of the qualifications listed on it. The Indian
higher education sub-sector has put in place a mechanism and approach to quality assurance.
The appro ach seeks to suppo rt the develop ment and enhanc emen t of a quality culture in HIEs .
There is strong empha sis on: focusin g on learner achievem ent and outco mes for learners; the use
of eviden ce to improve outcom es for learners and other stakeholders; accou ntability through a
tertiary educatio n organization being able to demon strate that what it is doing is effective.
The National Assessmen t and Accreditation Council (NAAC) was establishe d by the UGC
in 1994 for evaluating the performance of the universities and colleges in the country. NAAC’s
mand ate includes the task of perform anc e evaluatio n, assessmen t and accreditation of universiti e s
and colleges in the country . The philosophy of NAAC is based on objective and continuous
improvem ent rather than being punitive or judgem ental, so that all institutio ns of higher learni n g
are empo wered to maximize their resource s, opportu nities, and capabilitie s. Assess ment is a
perform an ce evaluation of an institution and /or its units and is accomplishe d throug h a proc e s s
based on self-stu dy and peer review using defined criteria. Accreditation refers to the certificati o n
given by NAAC which is valid for a period of five years.
In pursuan ce of its Action Plan for performan ce evaluation , assessm ent and accreditat i o n
and quality up-gradation of institutions of higher education, the NAAC envisages that every
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accredited HEI should establish an Intern al Quality Assuran ce Cell (IQAC) as a post-accreditat i o n
quality sustenance measure. Since quality enhancement is a continuous process, the IQAC
function s as a part of the institution ’s system and work toward s realization of the goals of qualit y
enhance ment and sustenan ce . The prime task of the IQAC is to develop a system for conscio u s ,
consisten t, and catalytic improveme nt in the overall perform an ce of institution s.
The guidelines provided in the following pages will guide and facilitate the institution in the
creatio n and operation of the Internal Quality Assuran ce Cell (IQAC) . The work of the IQAC is the
first step towards internalization and institutionalization of quality enhancement initiatives. Its succe s s
depen d s upon the sense of belonging n ess and participation it can inculc ate in all the constitue n t s
of the institution . It will not be yet another hierarc hical structure or a record -keepin g exercise in the
institution . It will be a facilitative and particip ative voluntary system/u nit/org an of the institution . It
has the potential to become a vehicle for usherin g in quality enhance ment by working out plan n e d
interven tionist strategie s to remove deficiencies and enhan ce quality like the “Quality Circles” in
industries. The primary objectives of the IQAC is to develop a system for conscious, consistent
and catalytic action to improve the academic and administrative performa nc e of the instituti o n ,
and to promote measu res for institution al functionin g toward s quality enhan cem ent throug h the
internalizatio n of quality culture and institutio nalization of best practices.
The key functions the IQAC include: the development and application of quality
benchm arks/pa rameters for various academic and administrative activities of the instituti o n ;
arrange ment for feedback respon se from students, parents and other stakeh old ers on qualit y related institution al processes; dissemination of information on various quality parameters of
higher education ; organization of inter-an d intra-in stitutio n al worksh op s, semin ars on qualit y
related themes and promotion of quality circles; docum entatio n of the various program m e s /
activities leading to quality improvement; acting as a nodal agency of the institution for
coordinating quality-related activities, including the adoption and dissemination of best
practices; and the develop me nt and mainte nan ce of institutio nal databas e through Manag em e n t
Inform ation System for the purpose of maintaining /enhan cin g the institutio nal quality; and the
development of a Quality Culture in the institution.
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Definitions of terminologies/terms that are applicable to the NHEQF
Academic credit: Recognition of the verified achievement of learning outcomes indicating that a
learner has successfully completed a prior programme/course of learning relating to the chose n
programme (s) study associated with a field of learning, work, or professional practice correspo n di n g
to a qualification at a specified level. Academic credit is a unit by which the course work is measured. It
determines the number of hours of instructions required per week. One credit is equivalent to one hour
of teaching (lecture or tutorial) or two hours of practical work/field work per week.
Academic standards: The standards that individual certificate/diploma/degree-awarding bodies set
for the award of their academic credits or qualifications. They include the standards of performa n ce
that a student needs to demon strate to achieve a particular level of a qualification . Letter grades on
a 9-point scale such as O (outstanding), A+ (Excellent), A (Very good), B+ (Good), B (Above
average), C (Average), P (Pass), F (Fail) and Ab (Absent) represents an index of the performance of
students in a specific course of study.
Accountability: The extent to which an individual is required to account for his or her performa n ce
in work or learning contexts, for the outputs/o utcomes of the initiatives taken, and/ or for the
application of knowledge and/or skills to generate solutions to problems that are appropriate for
the level of the qualification.
Accreditation: The process for approval by an accrediting authority of a programme of study
leading to a qualificatio n indicated in the NHEQ, using the quality assurance standards specified for
the relevant education and training sector.
Accrediting authority: An authority that is either authorized under legislation or has been given
responsibility to accredit programmes of study leading to qualifications indicated in the NHEQF.
Advanced knowledge and/or skills: Knowledge and skills that have been acquired beyond the
attainment of a previous learning and qualification level.
Application of knowledge, understanding and/or skills: The use of the acquired knowledge,
understanding and skills related to the chosen fields/subfields of study, work or professional practice to
solve a problem involving the exercise of autonomy, person al responsibility and accou ntability for the
completion of a task or an activity and for the outputs/o utco me of own work.
Area of learning or work: A sub-category of a field of learning or work.
Assessmen t: The process of determining a student’s achievemen t of expected learning outc o m e s
involving the use of a range of methods and practices.
Autonomy in the application of knowledge, understanding and/or skills: The ability
to apply knowle dg e, understan din g and/or skills with an approp riate degree of indepen d e n c e
relevant to the level of the qualific ation.
Award of a qualific ation: Award of a qualific atio n occurs when a student has met the require m e n t s
of the qualification and the qualification is certified by a competent body the provision of qualification.
Basic knowledge and/or skills: The knowledge and/or skills that form a starting point or basis
for pursuing a programme of learning related to a field/subfield of study/learning, work, or
professional practice.
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Body of knowledge: The complete set of concepts, principles, theories, processes, methods,
techniq u es, and activities that make up a field of study/learnin g, work, or profession al practice.
Broad knowledge and/or skills: A general or extensive area of learning related to a field/
subfield of study, work, or professional practice.
Certificate/Diploma/Degree-awarding bodies: A higher education provider (typically an
autonomous college or university or a stand-alon e institution in the Indian Context) with the powe r
to award Certificates/D iplomas/Degrees.
Cognitive skills: The mental skills and process es that are used in the acquisition and application of
knowled ge . Cognitive processe s include mental processes such as recog nition , recall, seein g
relation ship, citing examples, distinguishing , classifyin g, interpreting , generalizing , reasoni n g ,
formulating and establishing hypoth ese s, inferring , predicting cause and effect relation ship etc.
Coherent knowledge and/or skills: Knowledge and/or skills that are logically ordered, sound
and/or integrated.
Communication skills: The skills that enable a person to listen carefully, to read texts and
research papers analytically; to present/communicate information in writing and orally in a
concise mann er to different groups/ audien ces; and to constru ct logical argumen ts using corr e ct
technical language related to a field of study/learning, work, or practice.
Comp ete nce: The proven ability to use human capacities related to intellectu al, physic al, social ,
emotional, ethical, and moral reasoning in the discharge of responsibility roles and doing a job
related to the chosen fields/s ubfield s of study/learning , work or profession al practice.
Comprehensive knowledge and/or skills: Knowledge or skills that cover a complete area of a
field/sub field of study/learning, work, or professional practice.
Creative skills: Skills that may lead to innovative, imagin ative , and artistic outputs.
Credit: The value assigne d for the recognition of equivale nc e in content and learnin g outc o m e s
betwe en different types of learning and/o r qualification s. Credit reduc es the amou nt of learni n g
required to achieve a qualific ation and may be throug h credit transfer, articulatio n, recognitio n of
prior learning or advanced standing
Credit transfer: A process that provide s studen ts with agreed and consistent credit outcom es for
comp on ents of a qualificatio n based on identifie d equivalenc e in content and learnin g outc o m e s
between matched qualifications.
Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA): A measure of overall cumulative performance of
a student over all semesters . The CGPA is the ratio of total credit points secured by a student in
various courses in all semesters and the sum of the total credits of all courses in all the semeste r s .
It is expressed up to two decimal places.
Depth of knowledge/skills: Knowledge/skills involving an advanced degree of difficulty or
complexity.
Exit qualificatio n: A qualificatio n which may be award ed on completio n of an intermediate point of
studies, that is after two semesters or four semesters of study in a six-semester Bachelor’s degre e
progra mme or after two semesters of study in a four-sem ester Master’s degre e program me.
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Expert knowledge and/or skills: The highest level of knowledge and skills underpinned by the
ability based on research, experience, or occupation in a particular area of study.
Field of learning: The focus of activities relating to a programme of study, work/vocation or
profes sion al practice. In the context of the NHEQF, a field of learning is describ ed as progra m m e s
of study relating to the chosen disciplin ary areas of learnin g in broad multi-/inte r-/tran sdiscipli n a ry
contexts , work/vocation or professional practice.
The focus of activities relating to a programm e of study relating to disciplin ary /interdiscipli n a ry
area(s) of learning , work or technical and vocational education, or an area of professional
practice.
Framework levels: A series of sequential stages expressed in terms of a range of outcomes
against which typical higher education qualific atio ns can be position ed. NHEQF levels reflects the
relative complexity and/or depth of learning achievem ent and the comp ete nc e required for taking
respon sibility and exercising autono my require d of gradu ates to demo nstrate that achieve m e n t .
The NHEQF is characterized by six levels, with level 1 having the lowest complexity and level 10
the highest complexity.
Generic learning outcomes: The transferrable, non-discipline specific skills that students
of all program mes of study need to achieve through appro priate learnin g exper ienc e. Gene ri c
learnin g outco mes includ e those that have application in study, work, profession al practice, and
life contexts. Some of the generic learnin g outcomes include complex proble m solving , critica l
thinking, creativity, coordinating/collaborating with others and capacity to work in teams;
judgment and decision making; service orientation; negotiation skills; cognitive flexibility ;
learnin g skills including “Learning to learn capability”; commu nication skills; digital literacy and
skills; leadership readiness/ skills; capability for self-directed work and self-ma nag eme nt, maki n g
judgemen ts; capability for functio nin g effectively in multicultural and multiling u al contexts and
ethical and moral awareness and reasoning.
Grade Point: A numerical weight allotted to each letter grade on a 10-point scale. Letter Grade
represents an index of the performance of students in a specific course.
Graduate: A person who has been award ed a qualificatio n by an authorized organizatio n.
Graduate attributes/capabilities: The quality and feature or characteristics of an individual,
including the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values that are expected to be acquired by
a gradu ate throug h studies at the HEI such as a college or university. The gradu ate attribu t e s
include capabilities that help strength en abilities for widenin g current knowled ge base and skills,
gaining new knowledg e and skills, undertakin g future studies, performin g well in a chosen care er ,
and playing a constru ctive role as a respon sible citizen in the society. The gradu ate attributes also
describ e a set of chara cte ristic s/co mp etencies that are transferable beyond study of a particul a r
subject area and programm e contexts in which they have been develo ped . Graduate attribu t e s
are fostered through meaningful learnin g experien ces made available throug h the curriculu m, the
total college /university experien ces, and a process of critical and reflective thinking .
Knowled g e: The outcom e of the learnin g process indicatin g what a learner should demo nstr at e
in terms of the recog nition and recall of facts, concepts, principle s, theories, and practic es relate d
to the chosen fields of study and/or work or professio nal practic e. Knowled g e could be theoreti c a l
and/or factual. It can be described in terms of (a) depth of knowledge that can be general or
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specialized, (b) breadth of knowledge that can range from a single disciplinary area to multidisciplin ary areas of learnin g , (c) kinds of knowled ge ranging from concrete to abstract, or fro m
segmen ted to cumulative, and (d) complexity of knowledg e involvin g a combin ation of kinds ,
depth, and breadth of knowledge.
Learning outcomes: Statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on
completion of a learning process and a programme/course of study.
Level descriptors: A statement of the generic outcomes of learning at a specific level of a
qualifications framework.
Mastery of knowledge: The attributes of a graduate who demonstrates comprehensiv e
knowled ge and understa nding of a field of study/learnin g, work, or profession al practice.
Minimum

acceptable level of academic standards: The minimum acceptable level of

achievem ent that a studen t must demon strate to be eligible for the award of academic credit or a
qualificatio n for example, Grade P (Pass) in a grade classific atio n criteria/system involving grad e s
O (Outsta nding ), A+ (Excellent) , A (Very good) , B+ (Good ), B (Above average ), C (Average) , P
(pass), F (Fail), and Ab (Absent)classification). For equivalent qualifications, the acceptable level of
achievement needs to be agreed across HEIs in India.
National qualifications system: The institutional arrangements, mechanisms and processes
related to the quality assuran ce, and assessme nt and recognitio n of learning that leads to the
award of qualifications.
National qualifications

framework: An instrument for the classification

of qualification s

according to a set of criteria for specified levels of learning achieved , which would integrate and
coordinate the qualificatio ns from each education and trainin g sector into a single comp reh ens iv e
qualification framework.
NHEQF qualification: The result of an accredited programme of study/learning that leads
to formal certification that a graduate has achieved the learning outcomes as specified in the
NHEQF.
Practical knowledge and skills: Knowledge and skills that are concrete in nature, also referred
as hands-on knowledge and skills.
Programme learning outcomes: Statements of what a learner is expected to know,
understand and/or be able to do after completion of a designated programme of study/
learning which leads to the award of a qualification. Programme learning outcomes include
subject-sp ecific and generic learning outco mes, the achieveme nt of which the studen ts of
a specific programme of study/learning should be able to demonstrate for the award of a
certificate/Diploma/Degree, as well as the knowledge and skills that prepare students for
further study, employm ent, and respo nsible citizenship . Program me learnin g outco mes help
ensure comp arability of learnin g levels and academic standards across colleges/u niversit i e s
and provide a broad picture of the level of competence of graduates of a given programme
of study. A program me of study may be mono dis ciplinary, multi -disciplina ry, inter-disciplin a r y
or transdisciplinary.
Programme of study/learning: The entire scheme of study, including research programmes,
that provide a coherent learning experience leading to the attainment of defined learning
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outcomes that are required for the award of a qualification such as a certificate, diploma, or
a degree. The outcom es describ ed in qualific atio n descriptors are attained by students thro u g h
learnin g acquired on completio n of a program me of study. Individ ual program me s of study will
have defined learnin g outcom es, which must be attained by a student for the award of a specifi c
certificate/diploma/degree.
Qualification: A certificate, diploma or a degree awarded by a competent authority such as
a college or university in recog nitio n of the attainment by students of the expected learn i n g
outcom es on succe ssful completion of a particular higher educatio n program me of study and
awarded after an assessment and evaluation of learning levels conducted by a competent
body that determin es that a studen t has achieved the expecte d learnin g outco mes to give n
standards.
Qualificatio n types: Sequential levels of qualification s such as the Certificate (Highe r educati o n )
award ed on completion of the first year of underg radu ate educatio n programm e, Diploma (High e r
educatio n ) award ed on completion of the second year of undergrad uate education program me,
3-year Bachelor’s degre e, 4-year Bachelor’s degree (Honou rs/R esearc h), Post-Grad u ate Diplo m a
award ed on completion of the first year of 2-year master’s degree programm e, 1-year Mast e r’ s
degree award ed to those who have undergo ne a 4-year Bachelor’s degree (Hono urs/R esea r c h )
progra mme , 2-year Master’s degree awarde d to those who have underg on e a 3-year Bachel o r’ s
degree (Honours/Research) programme, and doctoral degrees.
Qualification descriptor: Generic statements of the defined outcomes that the holders of
a specific qualific atio n are expecte d to attain and demon strate after successfully completin g a
programme of study leading to the qualification.
Quality assuranc e: - The process for checkin g that the academic standard s and quality of high er
education provision meet agreed expectations.
Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): Recognition of prior learning is an assessment process
that involves the assessment of an individual’s relevant prior learning (including forma l ,
informal, and non-form al learning ) to determin e the credit outcom es of an individu al application
for credit.
Responsibility in the application of knowledge and/or skills: The degree of accountability in
applyin g knowled ge and/or skills in work and/o r learnin g contexts appropriate for the level of the
qualification.
Skills: Skills refer to what a graduate can do. They can be described in terms of kinds and
complexity and include cognitive skills, technical skills, communication skills, creative skills,
interpersonal skills and generic skills.
Specialized knowledge and/or skills: Specialized knowledge and/or skills refers to the depth
and specificity of knowledge and/or skills required at a particular NHEQF level.
Substantial body of knowledge Substantial original contribution: The extensive and signific ant
knowledge and outputs at the highest level of the NHEQF and characteristic of graduates of
a level 10 qualification.
Systematic knowledge and/or skills: The knowledge and/or skills that are coherent an d wellordered/sequenced.
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Technical skills: The operational skills necessary to perform certain task/work and learning
activities.
Theoretical knowledge and concepts: Knowledge requirements relating to or having the
character of theory rather than practical application
Skills: The ability to use the acquired knowledge and know-how to perform and accomplish
the assign ed tasks related to the chose field(s) of study and/or work or professio nal practic e. It
refers to what a learner should be able to do. Skills could be described in terms of their kinds
and complexity such as: (a) cognitive and creative skills involving the use of logical, intuitive and
critical thinkin g; (b) practic al skills involvin g manu al dexterity and the use of method s, material s ,
tools and instrum ents that are required to complete the tasks associated with the chosen fields
of study, wok or professio nal practice , includin g basic skills involvin g dexterity and the use of
method s, materials, tools, and instrum ents used for performing the job, includin g digital litera c y
and skills needed for that level; (c) comm unicatio n skills involving the ability to listen, read texts
analytically and present ideas and thoughts in writing and orally; (d) interperson al skills; (e)
soft skills that enable an individual to fit in at a work place, and (f) generic skills (high-order
transferable skills) that are common to almost all complex endeavours and apply across all
specific fields of study.
Understanding: The mastery of facts, concepts, principles, theories, and practices that are
related to the chosen fields of study, work, or professio nal practic e. Understan din g involv e s
demo nstration of mental processes such as seeing relation ship, citing examples, discrimin ati n g /
distinguishing, classifying/grouping/c ategorizing, interpreting, and generalizing.
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Annexure I
Table A1. NSQF (National Skills Qualification s Frame work) Level Descriptors
NSQF
Level

NSQF domains
Process

Professional
knowledge

Professional
Skill

Core skill

Responsibility

Level 1

Prepares a
person to carry
out process
that are
repetitive on
regular basis
and require
no previous
practice.

Familiar with
comm on trade
terminology,
instructional
words,
meaning s and
understanding .

Routine and
repetitive,
takes safety
and security
measures.

Reading
and writing;
addition,
subtraction;
personal
financing;
familiarity
with social
and religiou s
diversity,
hygien e and
environment.

No
responsibility,
always
work under
continuous
instruction
and close
supervision.

Level 2

Prepares a
person to/
carry out
process that
are repetitive
on regular
basis with little
application of
understanding ,
more of
practice.

Material
tools and
application in a
limited context,
understands
context of work
and quality.

Limitedservice
skill used
in limited
context,
select,
and apply
tools, assist
profes sion al
works with
no variables
differentiates
good and
bad quality.

receive and
transmit written
and oral
messages,
arithmetic
personal
financing
understandin g
of social
political and
religious
diversity,
hygien e, and
environment

No
responsibility
works under
instruction
and close
supervisio n.

Level 3

Person may
carry out a
job which
may require
limited range
of activities
routine and
predictable.

Basic facts,
process and
principle
applied in
trade of
employment.

Recall and
demonstrate
practical skill,
routine and
repetitive
in narrow
range of
applicatio n.

Communication
– written and
oral, with
minimum
required clarity,
skill of basic
arithmetic
and algebraic
principles,
personal
banking, basic
understan ding
of social
and natural
environment.

Work under
close
supervision.
Some
responsibility for
own work within
defined limit.
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NSQF

NSQF domains

Level

Process

Level 4

Professional
knowledge

Professional
Skill

Core skill

Responsibility

Work in
familiar,
predictable,
routine,
situation of
clear choice.

Factual
knowledge of
field of
knowled ge or
study.

Recall and
demonstrate
practical skill,
routine and
repetitive
in narrow
range of
application,
using
appropriate
rule and tool,
using quality
concepts.

Language to
communicate written or oral,
with required
clarity and skill.
Basic arithmetic
and algebraic
principles, basic
understanding
of social
political
and natural
environment.

Responsibility
for own work
and learning.

Level 5

Job that
requires well
developed
skill, with
clear choice
of procedures
in familiar
context.

Knowledgeof
facts,
principles,
processes,
and general
concepts, in a
field
of work or
study.

A range of
cognitive and
practical
skills required
to accomplish
tasks and
solve
problems by
selecting and
applying basic
methods,
tools,
materials and
information.

Desired
mathematical
skill;
understanding of
social, political;
and some skill
of collecting
and organizing
information,
communication.

Responsibility
for own work
and learning
and some
responsibility for
other works and
learning.

Level 6

Demands a
wide range
of specialized
technical
skill, clarity of
knowled ge and
practice
in broad range
of activity,
involving
standard and
non-standard
practices.

Factual and
theoretical
knowled ge in
broad contexts
within a field of
work or study.

A range of
cognitive and
practical
skills required
to generate
solutions
to specific
problems in a
field of work
or study.

Reasonably
good in
mathematical
calculation,
understanding of
social, political
and
reasonably
good in data
collecting
organizing
information , and
logical
communication.

Responsibility
for own work
and learning.
Responsibility for
other’s works
and learning.
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NSQF
Level

NSQF domains
Process

Professional
knowledge

Professional
Skill

Wide-ranging
factual and
theoretical
knowledge
in broad
contexts within
a field of work
or study.

Wide range
of cognitive
and practical
skills required
to generate
solutions
to specific
problems in a
field of work
of study.

Core skill

Level 7

Requires a
command of
wide-ranging
specialized
theoretical
and practical
skills, involving
variable
routine and
non-routine
contexts.

Level 8

Comprehensive, cognitive, theoretical knowledge
and practical skills to develop creative solutions to
abstract problems.
Undertakes self-study, demonstrates intellectual
indepen dence, analytical rigour and good
communication.

Exercise management and
supervision in the context of work/
study having unpredictable
changes; responsible for the work
of others.

Level 9

Advanced knowledge and skill. Critical
understanding of the subject, demonstrating
mastery and innovation, completion of substantial
research and dissertation.

Responsible for decision making in
complex technical activities, involving
unpredictable work/study
situations.

Level
10

Highly specialized knowled ge and problem- solving
skill to provide original contributio n to knowledge
through research and scholarship.

Responsible for strategic decisions in
unpredictable complex situations
of work/study.
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Good
logical and
mathematical
skill;
understanding of
social political
and natural
environment
and organizi n g
information,
communication,
and presentation
skill.

Responsibility
Full
responsibility
for output of
group and
development.

Annexure II
Learning Outcomes Descriptors for higher education qualification at
levels 5-10 on the NHEQF
(Certificate/Diploma/Degree is awarded to students who have demonstrated the
achievement of the outcomes associated with the specific NHEQF level)
Elements of the
descriptor

Level 5
Level 6
Undergraduate Certificate Undergraduate Diploma

Level 7
Bachelor’ s Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
Knowledge and
understanding

•

•

•

knowledge of facts,
concepts, principles,
theories, and processes
in broad multidisciplinary
learning contexts within
the chosen fields of
learning,
understanding of the
linkages between the
learnin g areas within and
across the chosen fields
of study,

•

theoretic al and technical
knowledge in broad
multidisciplinary contexts
within the chosen fields
of learning,

•

deeper knowledge and
understanding of one of
the learnin g areas and
its underlying principles
and theories,

•

procedural
knowledge required
for performin g
skilled or
paraprofessional
tasks associated with
the
chosen fields of learnin g.

procedural knowledge
required for
performing skilled or
paraprofessional tasks
associated with the
chosen fields of learnin g.

•

comprehensive,
factual, theoretical, and
specialized knowledge
in broad
multidisciplinary
contexts with depth in
the underlyin g principles
and theories relating to
one or more fields of
learning.

•

knowledge of the current
and emerging issues and
develop ments within the
chosen fields of learning.

•

procedural knowledge
required for perform ing
and accomplishing
professional tasks
associated with the
chosen fields of learning.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition
Skills required
to perform and
accomplish tasks

•

•

•

a range of cognitiv e and
technical skills required
for accomplishing
assigned tasks relating
to the chosen fields of
learning in the context of
broad multidisciplinary
contexts.
cognitive skills required to
identify,
analyse
and
synthesize information
from a range of
sources.
cognitive and technical
skills required for
selecting and using
relevant methods, tools,
and materials to assess
the appropriateness of
approac hes to solving
problem s associated
with the chosen fields of
learning.

•

cognitive and technical
skills required for
performing and
accomplishing complex
tasks relating to the
chosen fields of
learnin g.

•

cognitive and technical
skills required to
analyse and synthesize
ideas and information
from a range of sources.

•

act on information
to generate
solutions to specific
problem s
associated with the
chosen fields of learnin g.

•

cognitive and technical
skills required for
performing and
accomplishing complex
tasks relating to the
chosen fields of learnin g.

•

cognitive and technical
skills required to evaluate
and analyse complex
ideas.

•

cognitive and technical
skills required to
generate solutions
to specific problems
associated with the
chosen fields of learnin g.
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Annexure II
Learning Outcomes Descriptors for higher education qualification at
levels 5-10 on the NHEQF
(Certificate/Diploma/Degree is awarded to students who have demonstrated the
achievement of the outcomes associated with the specific NHEQF level)
Level 8Bachelor’s Degree
(Research/Honours)

Level 9 Master’ s Degree

Level 10 Doctoral Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
•

•

•

•

advance d knowle d ge about
a specialize d field of enquiry,
with depth in one or more fields
of learning within a broad
multidisciplina ry/interd iscip linary
context.

•

a cohere nt understa nding of
the established methods and
techniq ue s of research and
enquiry applica ble to the cho se n
fields of learning.

•

an awarene ss and knowle d g e
of the emerging developments
and issues in the chosen fields of
learning,

•

proced ura l knowle d g e require d
for performing and accomp lishing
professional tasks associated with
the chosen fields of learning.

advance d knowle d g e about a
specialized field of enquiry with
a critical understa nding of the
emerging develop m e nts and
issues relating to one or more
fields of learning,
advance d knowle d g e and
understand ing of the research
princip le s, methods, and
techniq ue s applica ble to the
chosen fields of learning or
professional practice,

•

highly specialize d knowle d g e,
including knowle d ge at the most
advanced frontie rs of the chosen
fields of study.

•

mastery of the establishe d
research methods and techniques
applica ble to the chosen fields of
learning.

•

proced ura l knowle d g e require d
for comple x research and
development activities.

proced ura l knowle d g e require d
for performing and accomp lishing
complex and specialized
professio nal tasks relating to
teaching, and research and
development.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
•

a range of cognitive and technical
skills require d for performing and
accomp lishing comple x tasks
relating to the chosen fields of
learning,

•

advance d cognitive and technica l
skills require d for performing and
accomp lishing comple x tasks
related to the chosen fields of
learning,

•

cognitive and technica l skills
relating to the established research
methods and techniques,

•

•

cognitive and technica l skills
require d to evaluate comple x
ideas and underta ke research and
investigations to generate solutions
to real-life problems,

advance d cognitive and technica l
skills require d for evalua ting
research findings and designing
and conducting releva nt research
that contributes to the generation
of new knowledge,

•

generate solutio ns to comple x
problem s independe ntly, requiring
the exercise of full personal
judgeme nt, responsib ility, and
accountability for the output of the
initiative s taken as a practitio ne r.
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•

•

most advance d and highly
specialized cognitive and
technical skills required for
perform ing and accomplishing
comple x tasks related to
research and develop me nt that
make original contributio n to
knowle d ge , professio nal practice,
and innovations,

•

cognitive and technica l skills
require d for concep tua lizing,
designing, and impleme nting
fundame ntal and/or applied
research at the forefront of the
chosen field(s) of learning to
generate original knowle d ge.

•

cognitive and technica l
skills require d for doing
transdisciplina ry research.

specialized cognitive and
technical skills relating to a body
of knowle dg e and practice to
analyse and synthesize complex
information and problems.

Elements of the
descriptor

Level 5
Undergraduate
Certificate

Level 6
Undergraduate
Diploma

Level 7
Bachelor’ s Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
Application of

•

knowledge and
skills

apply the acquired
operational or technical
and theoretical
knowledge, and a
range of cognitiv e and
practical skills to select
and use basic methods,
tools, materials, and
information to generate
solution s to specific
problem s relating to the
chosen fields of learnin g.

•

apply the acquired
specialized or theoretical
knowledge, and a
range of cognitiv e
and practical skills to
gather quantitative and
qualitative data,

•

select and apply basic
methods, tools, materials,
and information to
formulate solutions to
problems related to
the chosen field(s) of
learning.

•

apply the acquired
specialized technical or
theoretic al knowledge,
and cognitive and
practical skills to gather
and analyse quantitativ e/
qualitative data to assess
the appropriateness of
different approaches to
solving problems,

•

employ the right
approac h to generate
solution s to problems
related to the chosen
fields of learning.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
Generic learnin g
outcomes

•

listen carefully, read texts
related to the chosen
fields of study analytically
and present information
in a clear and concise
manner to different
groups/audiences.

•

express thoughts and
ideas effectively in writing
and orally and present
the results/findings of the
experiments carried out
in a clear and concise
manner to different
groups.

•

meet own learnin g needs
relating to the chosen
fields of learning.

•

pursue self-directed and
self-managed learning to
upgrade knowledge and
skills required to pursue
higher level of education
and training.

•

listen carefully, read
texts related to the
chosen fields of learning
analytically and present
complex information
in a clear and concise
manner to different
groups/audiences,

•

listen carefully, to read
text related to the
chosen fields of learning
analytically and present
complex information
in a clear and concise
manner to different
groups/audiences.

•

communicate in
writing and orally the
information, arguments,
and results of the
experiments and studies
conducted accurately and
effectively to specialist
and non-specialist
audience.

•

commu nic ate in writing
and orally the constructs
and methodologies
adopted for the studies
undertak en relating
to the chosen fields of
learning,

•

make coherent
arguments to support
the findings/results of
the study undertaken
to specialist and nonspecialist audien ce.

meet own learnin g needs
relating to the chosen
field(s) of learning, work/
vocation, and an area of
professional practice,

•

meet own learnin g needs
relating to the chosen
field(s) of learning,

•

pursue self-pa ced and
self-dire cte d learning to
upgrad e knowle d g e and
skills that will help adapt
to changing demands of
workpla ce and pursue
higher level of educatio n
and training.

•

•

pursue self-paced and
self-directed learning
to upgrade knowledge
and skills required for
pursuin g higher level of
education and training.
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Level 8
Bachelor’ s Degree
(Honours/Research)

Level 9
Master’ s Degree

Level 10
Doctoral Degree

Graduates should demonstrate the ability to:
•

apply the acquired advanced
technical and/or theoretical
knowledge and a range of
cognitive and practical skills
to analyse the quantitative
and qualitativ e data gathered
drawing on a wide range of
sources for identify ing problems
and issues relating to the chosen
fields of learning,

•

apply the acquired advanced
theoretic al and/or technical
knowledge about a specialized
field of enquiry or professio nal
practice and a range of
cognitive and practical skills to
identify and analyse problem s
and issues, including real-life
problem s, associated with the
chosen fields of learning.

•

apply advanced knowledg e
relating to research methods
to carryout research and
investigation s to formulate
eviden ce-based solutions to
complex and unpredictable
problems.

•

apply advanced knowledg e
relating to research methods
to carryout research and
investigation s to formulate
eviden ce-based solutions to
complex and unpredictable
problems.

•

apply the acquire d highly
specialized knowle d g e, skills,
and methods of research to
design and conduct origina l
and high quality disciplina ry
or multidisciplinary or
interdisciplina ry research to
generate evidence -b ase d
solutio ns to comple x problem s,
including real-lif e problem s,
relating to the chosen field(s) of
study.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
•

listen carefully, read texts and
research papers analytically and
present comple x informa tio n in
a clear and concise manner to
different groups/a udie nce s,

•

listen carefully, read texts and
research papers analytically and
present comple x informa tio n in
a clear and concise manner to
different groups/a udie nce s,

•

communicate technical
informa tio n and explana tio ns, and
the findings/results of the research
studies relating to specialize d
fields of learning,

•

communicate, in a well-structured
manner, technical informa tio n and
explana tio ns, and the finding s/
results of the research studies
underta ke n in the chosen field of
study,

•

present in a concise manner
one’s views on the relevance
and applica tio ns of the finding s
of research and evaluatio n
studies in the context of emerging
develo p me nts and issues.

•

meet one’s own learning needs
relating to the chosen fields of
learning,

•

pursue self-paced and selfdirecte d learning to upgrad e
knowle d ge and skills that will help
accomp lish comple x tasks and
pursue higher level of educatio n
and research.
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•

listen carefully, read texts and
research papers analytically and
present comple x informa tio n in a
clear and concise manner to nonspecialist and specialist group s/
audiences.

•

present, in a well- structure d
and logical manner, technica l
informa tio n and explana tio ns
pertaining to the results/find ing s
of research studies undertaken.

•

present in a concise manner
one’s views on the relevance and
applicatio ns of the finding s of
recent research and evaluatio n
studies in the context of emerging
develo p me nts and issues.

•

present views on the relevance
and application of recent
research and their applica tio ns
in the context of the emerging
develop m e nts and issues related
to the chosen field(s) of study or
professional practice.

•

meet one’s own learning needs
relating to the chosen fields of
learning, work/vo ca tio n, and an
area of professio na l practice,

•

meet one’s own learning
needs relating to research and
investigations in the chosen fields
of study.

•

pursue self-paced and selfdirecte d learning to upgrad e
knowle d ge and skills, including
research-rela te d skills, required to
pursue higher level of educatio n
and research.

•

pursue self-pa ced and selfdirecte d learning to upgrad e
knowle d ge and skills, including
research -relate d skills, require d
to pursue higher level of research
related to new frontiers of
knowledge.

Elements of the
descriptor

Level 5
Undergraduate
Certificate

Level 6
Undergraduate
Diploma

Level 7
Bachelor’ s Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
•

•

gather and interpre t

•

critically evaluate the

•

essential theories, policies,
and practices by following
scientific approach to

for taking actions to
generate solutions
to specific problems

critically evaluate principle s
and theories associate d

knowle d ge develo p m e nt.

associated with the chosen
fields of learning based on
empirical evidence.

with the chosen fields of
learning.
•

critically evaluate evidence

relevant quantitative and
qualitative data to identify
problems,

make judgeme nt and take
decisio n, based on analysis

•

make judgeme nt and take
decisio n, based on the

•

make judgeme nt and take
decisio ns based on the

of data and evidence, for
formula ting responses to
issues/p ro ble m s associa te d
with the chosen fields of

analysis and evaluatio n
of information, for
determining solutions to
a variety of unpred icta ble

analysis and evaluatio n of
informatio n for formula ting
response s to proble ms,
including real-life

learning, requiring the
exercise of some personal
responsibility for action

problems associated
with the chosen fields
of learning, taking

problems,

and outputs/o utco m es.

responsibility for the nature
and quality of outputs.

•

exercise judgement across
a broad range of functio ns
based on empirical
evidence , for determining
personal and/or group
actions to generate
solutions to specific
problems associated
with the chosen fields of
learning.
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Level 8
Bachelor’ s Degree
(Honours/Research)

Level 9
Master’ s Degree

Level 10
Doctoral Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
•

Demonstra te a keen sense
of observa tio n, inquiry, and
capability for asking relevant and
appropriate questions,

•

•

•

problematize, synthesize and
articula te issues and design
define proble m s, formula te
approp riate and releva nt research
formula te hypothe se s, test
hypothe ses using quantita tive
and qualitative data, and
establish hypothe se s, make

•

develop appropriate tools for
data collection for research,

•

develo p approp riate tools for data
collection,

use appropriate statistical
and other analytical tools and
techniqu es for analysis of data
collected for researc h and
evaluation studies,

•

examine and assess the
implications and conseq ue nce s

plan, execute and report the
results of an investigation,

•

follow basic researc h ethics and
skills and practice ethics in the
field/ in one’s own research
work.

•

make judgeme nts and take
decisions regarding the

of emerging develo p me nts and
issues relating to the chosen
fields of study based on empirica l
evidence.
•

make judgeme nt in a range of
situations by critically review ing
and consolida ting evidences,

•

exercise judgeme nt based on
evaluation of evidence from a
range of sources to generate
solutio ns to comple x proble m s,
including real-life problems,
associate d with the chosen fields
of learning requiring the exercis e
of full persona l responsib ility and
accounta b ility for the initiative s
underta ke n and the outputs/
outcom es of own work as well as
of the group as a team member.
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•

develop new tools and
techniqu es of data gatherin g
and analysis, and at the end of
it be able to conduct research
independently.

•

make judgeme nts and take
decisions regarding the

of data, and predict cause-a nd effect relationships,

relationships,
•

define proble m s, formula te
approp riate and releva nt research
questions, formulate hypothese s,

•

inference based on the analysis
and interpretation of data,
and predict cause-a nd-e ff ect

critically analyse and synthesize
a body of knowled ge in their
major and allied fields, identify
critical gaps and ask new
questions,

test hypothese s using quantitative
and qualitative data, establish
hypothese s, make inference based
on the analysis and interpre tatio n

questions,
•

•

articula te issues and design
research proposals,

research proposals,
•

problematize, synthesize and

•

adoption of approaches to
solving proble ms, including
real-life proble ms, based on

formula tio n of response s to
problems, including real-life
problem s, based on the analysis

the analysis and evaluatio n
of informa tio n and empirical
evidence collected.

and evaluatio n of informa tio n and
empirical evidence relating to the
problems.

make judgeme nt across a
range of functio ns requiring the
exercise of full responsibility and

•

make significa nt judgeme nt
across broad range of functio ns
requiring the exercise of

accounta b ility for personal and/
or group actions to generate
solutio ns to specific proble m s

responsibility for determining
personal and/o r group actions
to generate solutio ns to specific

associate d with the chosen
fields/subfields of study, work, or
professional practice.

problem s associate d with the
chosen field(s) of study, work, or
professional practice.

Elements of the
descriptor

Level 5
Undergraduate
Certificate

Level 6
Undergraduate
Diploma

Level 7
Bachelor’ s Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
Constitutional,

•

embrace constitutional,
humanistic, ethical, and
moral values in one’s life,
and practice these values
in real-life situations,

•

embrace constitutional,
humanistic, ethical,
and moral values, and
practice these values in
life,

•

put forward convin cing
arguments to respon d
to the ethical and moral
issues associated with the
chosen fields of learnin g.

•

take a position regardin g
these values,

humanistic,
ethical and moral
values

•

formulate arguments
in support of actions to
address issues relating
the ethical and moral
issues relating to the
chosen fields of learnin g,
including environ mental
and sustainable
development issues, from
multiple perspectiv es.

•

embrace the
constitutional,
humanistic, ethical,
and moral values, and
practice these values in
life.

•

identify ethical issues
related to the chos e n
fields of study,

•

formulate coherent
arguments about ethical
and moral issues,
including environ mental
and sustainable
development issues, from
multiple perspectiv es.

•

follow ethical practices
in all aspects of research
and development,
including avoiding
unethical practices
such as fabrication,
falsification or
misrepresentation of
data or committing
plagiarism.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
Employmentready skills, and
entrepreneu rship
skills and mindset

knowledge and a basket of
essential skills, required to:
•

•

perform effectively in a
defined job relating to the
chosen fields of study,

knowledge and essential
skills set that are
necessary to:
•

ability to exercise
respon sibility for the
completion of assigned
tasks and for the outputs
of own work, and to take
some respon sibility for
group work and output as
a member of the group.

take up job/emplo ym e nt
relating to the chosen
fields of study or
professional practice
requiring the exercise of
full persona l responsibility
for the completio n of tasks
and for the outputs of own
work, and full responsibility
for the group task/w o rk as
a member of the group /
team.

•

exercise self- management
within the guideline s of
study and work contexts.

•

supervise the routine
work of others, taking
some responsib ility
for the evaluatio n and
improve m e nt of work or
study activities.

•

knowle d ge and essential
skills set and compete nce
that are necessary to:
take up a professional
job relating to the
chosen field of learning
and professio nal
practice,

•

entrepre ne urship skills
and mindset require d for
setting up and running an
econom ic enterprise or
pursuing self-employme nt
requiring the exercise of
full persona l responsib ility
for the outputs of
own work, and full
responsibility for output of
group,

•

exercise managem e nt and
supervisio n in the contexts
of work or study activities
involving unpred icta ble
work processes and
working enviro nm e nt.
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Level 8Bachelor’s Degree
(Research/Honours)

Level 9 Master’ s Degree

Level 10 Doctoral Degree

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the ability to:
•

embrace and practice
constitutional, humanistic,
ethical, and moral values in
one’s life.

•

embrace and practice
constitutional, humanistic,
ethical and moral values in
one’s life,

•

adopt objective, unbiased,
and truthful actions in all
aspects of work related to the
chosen field(s) of learning and
professional practice.

•

adopt objective and unbiased
actions in all aspects of
work related to the chosen
fields/subfields of study and
professional practice,

present coherent arguments in
support of relevant ethical and
moral issues.

•

•

participate in actions to address
enviro nmental and sustainable
development issues.

•

support relevant ethical and
moral issues by formulating and
presenting coherent arguments,

•

follow ethical practic es in
all aspects of research and
develop ment, including avoiding
unethical practices such as
fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data or
committing plagiarism.

•

follow ethical principles and
practices in all aspects of
research and develop ment,
including inducem ents for
enrolling participants, avoiding
unethical practices such as
fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data or
committing plagiarism.

•

participate in actions to address
enviro nmental protection and
sustainable development issues,

•

practice constitutional,
humanistic, ethical, and moral
values in conducting one’s life,

•

adopt objective and unbiased
actions in all aspects of work,

•

identify ethical issues related to
the chosen fields of research,
including those relatin g to
enviro nmental and sustainable
development issues,

•

follow ethical practices in
all aspects of researc h and
develop ment, including
avoiding practices such as
fabrication, falsification or
misrepresentation of data or
committing plagiarism, and not
adhering to intellectual prope r t y
rights,

•

acquire the understanding of
basic researc h ethics and skills
in practicing /doing ethics in
the field/in one’s own research
work, regardless of the funding
authority or field of study.

The graduates should be able to demonstrate the acquisition of:
knowledge and skills set and
competencies required for:

knowledge and essential skills set
required fo:

knowledge and essential skills set
required for:

•

adapting to the future of work
and to the demands of the
fast pace of technological
developments and innovations
that drive shift in employers’
demands for skills, particularly
with respect to transition towards
more technology-assisted work
involvin g the creatio n of new
forms of work and rapidly
changin g work and production
processes.

•

•

adapting to the future of work
and respond to the demand s of
the fast pace of technolo g ica l
develo p me nts and innovations
that drive shift in skill needs
relating to work and professio na l
practice s, including those relating
to teaching, research, and
development,

•

managin g complex technical
or profession al activities or
projects, requiring the exercise
of full personal responsibility for
output of own work as well as
for the outputs of the group as a
member of the group/team.

•

exercising full persona l
responsib ility for outputs/
outcom es of own work and
outputs/o utc o me s of group
efforts,

•

exercising substantial authority,
innovation, autonomy,
professio nal integrity, and
sustaine d commitme nt to the
develo p me nt of new ideas or
processe s at the forefro nt of
work or study contexts including
research.

•

•

exercising supervision in
the context of work having
unpredictable changes.
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adapting to the future of work
and respon din g to the demand s
of the fast pace of technological
develop ments and innovations
that drive shift in employers’
demands for skills, particularly
with respect to transition towards
more technology-assisted work
involvin g the creatio n of new
forms of work and rapidly
changin g work and production
processes.
exercising full personal
responsibility for output of own
work as well as for group/
team outputs and for managin g
work that are complex and
unpredictable requiring new
strategic approaches.

Annex III
Table A.3. Exemplar Progra m m e Learning Outcom es (PLOs)

Element/
Dimension

Program m e learning outcom es

Psycholo gy: Demon strate a fundamen tal/co here nt

Knowledge and
understanding

understan ding of
the disciplinary area of psycholo gy, its differen t learnin g areas and its
linkage s with related disciplinary areas/sub jects such as biologi c al
psychology, Developmental psychology, Social psychology, and
applications.

Psycholo gy: Demon strate a coherent understa nding of the biologi c a l

bases of human and non-human animal behaviour, hormones and
behaviour, behavioural genetics, neuroscience, neuro psychology,
comparative, and evolutionary psychology.

Economic s: Demo nstrate a fundame ntal/c oh erent understa nding of

economic concepts and principles (microeconomic concepts,
macroec on omic principles) and tools, and their application ; distincti v e
economic theories, interpretations and modelling approaches and
their competent use, the workin gs of economic systems; the history and
develop men t of economic ideas and the differing method s of analy si s
that have been and are used by economists.

Economic s: Recog nize the importanc e of mathem atic al modelin g and
computing, and the role of approximation
approaches to describing the physical world.

and mathematic al

Physics: Demon strate a fundame ntal/c oh erent understan din g of the
academic field of physic s, its different learnin g areas (mech anics, heat ,
electricity, sound etc.) and application s, and its linkages with relate d
disciplinary areas/subjects.

Chemistry: Demon strate

a fundame ntal/c oh erent understan din g of
fundamental concepts, principles and processes underlying the
academic field of chemistry, its different subfields (analytical, inorga ni c ,
organic and physic al), and its linkages with related disciplinary areas.
Procedural knowledge

Physics: Undertake hands on lab work and practical activities which help
prepare studen ts effectively for professio nal employme nt relating to the
area of Physics, including research and develop men t, teaching and
government/public service, private/NGO sectors.
Procedural knowledge
Economic s: Undertake practic al activities and projects which help
prepare students effectively for profes sion al employme nt relating to the
area of Economics.
Skills related to one’s
specialization

Chemistry:

Demon strate skills involving the constructive use of
knowled ge in the subfields of chemistry (analytical, inorganic, orga ni c
and physical), and other related fields of study in a range of settings,
including for pursuing higher studies related to the chosen area of
specialization within chemical sciences.
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Element/
Dimension

Program m e learning outcom es

Application of
knowled ge and skills

Physics: Identify and apply appro priate physical principle s and
method olo gie s to solve different types of physic s -related problems with
well-defined solutions.
Chemistry: Apply standard chemistry -related methodologies to condu c t
chemical synthese s, analyses or other chemic al investigation s to seek
solutions to problems that emerge from the subfields of chemistry as well
as from broade r interdisciplinary subfields relating to chemistry.
Chemistry: Use approp riate method olo gies to condu ct chemi c a l
syntheses, analyse or other chemical investig atio ns to seek solution s to
problems that emerg e from the subfields of chemistry as well as from
broad er interdisciplina ry subfield s relating to chemistry.
Developmental psychology: Apply knowledge of typical and atypical
development across the lifespan of an individual including childhood,
adoles cen ce, social relation s, cognitive and languag e develop ment, and
cultural developm ent to design developm entally approp riate curricu l u m
for school education.
Economics: Apply econo mic s principles/th eories to design , guide and
interpret commercial, economic, social, and environm ental policy; and
apply relevant econo mic reasonin g and method s of analysis to a variet y
of applied topics relating to economics.

Generic learnin g
outcomes

Communication skills:
Physics: Commu nicate accurately the finding s of the experim en t s /
investig ation s while relating the conclusio ns/fin din g s to relevant theori e s
of Physics.
Communication skills
Chemistry: Read texts and researc h papers analytically and pres e n t
complex chemistry-related information and the findings of the
experimen ts/inve stig ation s while relating the conclu sion s to releva n t
principles in chemistry.
Communication skills
Economics: Articulate, communicate and present economic arguments
to both specialist and non-specialist audiences.
Critical thinking
Physics: Analyse experim ental results/fin din gs and constru ct logical
argum ents using correct technical langua ge related to physics.
Critical thinking
Chemistry: Analyse and evaluate advances at the forefront of the
chemical sciences, especially those relating to the four basic areas of
chemistry (analytical, inorga nic , organic, and physical) and constr u c t
logical arguments using correct technic al langua ge related to chemistry.
Critical thinking
Economics: Analyse/examine the effectiveness government’s economic
policy and evaluate the econo mic perform anc e of select economies.
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